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SOLVING THE URBAN HEALTH CARE CRISIS:

THE ROLE FOR PREVENTION

MONDAY, MARCH 15, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Labor and Human Resources,

Philadelphia, PA.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:38 a.m., in the

Feinstone Lounge, Sullivan Hall, Temple University, Philadelphia,

PA, Senator Harris Wofford, presiding.

Present: Senator Wofford.

Opening Statement of Senator Wofford

Senator Wofford. Welcome, everyone, to this field hearing of the

Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee on urban health

care problems and the role of the delivery of preventive health

services in this Commonwealth and in this city, and in our Nation
and on legislation which we hope to enact this year.

I salute you for not being frozen out or snowed out and for being

here. I want to first of all salute the Temple team that was on duty

and welcomed us warmly. They were here before we got here at 8

o'clock, and I would like the President of Temple University, one

of the great leaders in our Commonwealth, to say a few words in

opening this hearing for us, Peter Leacoris.

Darrel Jodrey, the head of our health care team, was sitting at

my left and is now sitting at my right
Peter.

Mr. Leacoris. Thank you very much, Senator, and good morning
to everyone. We thank you very much, Senator, for choosing Tem-
ple for the site of this hearing.

It was you in your campaign 2 years ago that set the tone for

the crisis in health care, whetlier it should become a focal point for

change in America, and now the issue is not whether it should be

the focal point but how, in what parameters the changes should

take place.

It would have been quite easy for the United States Senator from

Pennsylvania to postpone today's hearing, given the conditions out-

side, but the issue is of such great importance and Senator

Wofford's commitment for change is so apparent that the hearing

is taking place, and I congratulate you, Senator and Mrs. Wofford,

for going through with this commitment to hold this hearing and
to hear of the need for change and parameters for change m the

health care system.

(1)



So Senator, welcome to another university. This is not exactly

Bryn Mawr. We think Bryn Mawr is a fine institution, and you will

hear what Temple University in the emergency area faces sympto-

matic of other major urban hospitals and rural hospitals face with

the tremendous burgeoning costs of health care.

So again, welcome to everyone and thank you again for coming,

Senator.
, , i

Senator WOFFORD. Thank you, Peter Leacons, and 1 also want to

thank your new executive vice president, James White. Jim White

goes from one frontier to another, from military leadership to the

City of Philadelphia to the front lines with Temple, and Provost

England is here who is developing Temple's role in the national

service movement and the new proposal by the President. Dr. Leon

Malamud, who is the Vice President for Health Sciences and heads

the extraordinary School of Medicine and hospital and health serv-

ices of Temple University, a salute to all of you.

By the way, Peter, we had no problem finding out how to wind

our way in and out of snowdrifts nearby here because my spouse,

Claire Wofford, is a Temple trustee and comes here oflen. I was the

one that got us around the snowdrifts but she knew where to go,

as is usual the case in our lives together.

I was going to spare you my opening statement because we had

so many people ready to be heard, and we have a wonderful panel

right now ready to be heard, but we have lost several of our wit-

nesses to the snow. Representative David Richardson is snowbound

and will probably not get here. Marian Tasco, a very dynamic lead-

er of our city council, is snowbound in Buffalo.

We will be back, because this is not the end, it is Just another

step in a long process that I will be in the thick of ana that I have

been in since I got to Washington. The legislative situation is

speeding up with the President's proposal due in May, and I will

be back and back and back as we keep you informed of what is

happening there and you keep me informed of what I need to know
and to do in shaping the health care agenda.

But let me say a few words. It may be freezing cold outside, but

the iron truly is hoi on the issue of health care reform and now

is the moment, this year, to hammer out a plan in the ver>' months

ahead that finally turns the right to affordable health care into a

reality for every Ajnencan
Now that is probably the biggest difference between the spring

of 1991 and the soon-to-be, we believe, somehow, somewhere soon,

spring of 1993. Two years ago, there was no political consensus on

the need to reform our healui care system. People of Pennsylvania

helped change that in November 1991 with a wake-up call to

Washington that it was time for action on health care reform. And

in November 1992. the American people then delivered the national

mandate that we would need to get action.

So we are no longer having a debate over whether to reform our

health care system, instead, now we are having a national discus-

sion of how to do 11 That is a discussion that we helped start last

month in Hamsburg when Hillary Clinlon and Tipper Gore joined

us for our large-scale Pennsylvania health care conference. Now
they have taken our model and ihey are doing the same kind of

forum all over the country



So today we have come to North Philadelphia to focus that con-

versation on a key part of the Nation's health care crisis and the

solutions to it, the health of people who live in our inner cities.

Over the past decade, changes in health financing policies have

steadily eroded the incentive for delivering care to uninsured pa-

tients who are in greatest need.

As people here at Temple know only too well, taking care of the

sickest patients, those who arrive on the hospital doorstep through

the emergency room, has become a very expensive proposition.

Make no mistake about it, we are all paying the price for that care

through our private insurance premiums, lost wages, and higher

taxes.

The other day I was in a taxi with a driver who said, I took the

risk, I didn't take out any health insurance, I got stabbed, I was

out of commission 6 months. My hospital bill was $33,000. I was
able to pay over $1,000 but I couldn't pay anything more. They

stopped writing me letters after a year and put me in some special

category. Well, you know the category. The category is the costs

were shifted to the other people's plans, your plans, government
programs. That is just one aspect of the financing crisis.

More than half the increase in the Federal budget deficit pre-

dicted between now and the vear 2000 will come from increased

health care costs unless we do something about it We are espe-

cially talking about costs of Medicaid ana Medicare. The problem

is even worse for the states and local governments, which have

never had the dangerous luxury of running deficits year after year.

Worst of all is the fact that so many of the problems that present

themselves at big-city hospital emergency rooms could have been

avoided. As a Nation, we now spend over $900 billion a year, one-

seventh of our economy, one out of every seven dollars we spend

in this country, for health care, and we are about to pass the $1

trillion mark. Less than 3 percent of that money is going to be

spent on preventive services unless we do something about it,

whereas a huge percentage of those costs are the result of diseases

that are preventable.

More importantly, then, there is the human cost, which we are

going to hear a little about in iust a few minutes. The infant mor-

tahty rate in Philadelphia has been among the highest in the coun-

try, especially for nonwhite babies. Preventive illness is rampant
among the inner-city population, including hj'pertension. lead poi-

soning. AIDS, other infectious diseases, as well as the brutal vio-

lence that has reached truly epidemic proportions among our young
people.

A number of infectious childhood diseases are almost completely

preventable through routine immunization, but too many children,

especially in the inner city, still don't receive adequate immuniza-

tion. In 1990, we saw a completely avoidable increase in the num-
ber of children with measles, which sometimes can cause death or

severe disability.

The human costs of these preventable diseases come with stag-

gering economic costs. The lifetime cost of treating a child with

congenital rubella can be as high as $400,000, yet it could have

been prevented if the mother had been immunized for $30. The
control of high blood pressure is another example where one of the



most effective means for reducing deaths for heart disease and
stroke is at hand if we take action. For every dollar invested today
in preventing lead poisoning, we will save at least $2 in the future.

Even more dramatic is uie impact of low-cost prenatal care. A
year ago, I brought Bill Clinton to the neonatal intensive care unit

at Pennsylvania Hospital down in center city. We saw tiny low-

birthweight babies whose care ran into hundreds of thousands of

dollars, and I have seen babies where the doctor said, this is a mil-

lion-dollar baby. It has cost us $1 million to save this baby. But if

their mothers had received a few hundred dollars of prenatal care,

those babies could have been bom healthy. It is the same story in

every hospital in this country.

Last year, I introduced, together with Senator Tom Daschle of

South Dakota, comprehensive reform legislation that would create

a Federal structure for delivering a basic package of health care

benefits to everyone in this country throughout tneir lives regard-

less of where they live or work. It would lead to states and commu-
nities the flexibility to shape their own distinctive approaches for

providing this coverage, but the core benefits would include pri-

mary and preventive care for everyone.

I nave been working to ensure that the plan that emerges from

Hillary Clinton's task force and eventually from Congress will re-

tain tnis strong emphasis on preventive and primary care, and I

am confident that it will. No doubt, it is going to be a major chal-

lenge to extend that care to every family in every community.
The network of programs funded under the Public Health Service

will play an even nigger role in the future in providing prevention

services and especially in inner-city areas. They include community
health centers, the Ryan White Program for areas hit hardest by

AIDS, the preventive health services block grant, and other efforts

by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

This morning, we will hear from public officials and private citi-

zens who have been struggling with our existing health care svs-

tem. Our witnesses will tell us about both persistent public health

problems as well as emerging challenges we need to be aware of

as we craft comprehensive health reform legislation. But more im-

portantly, they will help our committee in Congress see how Phila-

delphia's experience with preventive health programs can serve as

models of success to be expanded under a reformed health care sys-

tem.
I will proceed with the first panel, and I think Senator Williams

is not yet here. Senator Williams is coming in.

Senator Wilhams, could you join me up here at my left? If you

will join me here for the questioning, we put the first panel on first

and you will be then the beginning of the next round.

Let me introduce briefly our citizen witnesses. We have now four

citizen witnesses who will share their personal experiences v,nth

getting access to preventive health care services. Aleah Lockman is

here, Kim Bey is here, Bernard Johnson is here, and our fourth is

Frederic Kauffman. I thank them for braving the snow and for the

sense of urgency they have about this problem.

I know it is not easy sometimes to talk about personal matters.

We often learn, however, the most in this world from personal sto-

ries. That is why I especially appreciate our three citizen witnesses



being here, including Dr. Kauffman, who is Director of the Emer-
gency Department here at Temple University. He will share with
the committee his experience in the emergency room, confronting

what is often the cost of a lack of preventive primary care services.

I welcome you all, £md Darrel, do you have an order? Should
Aleah Lockman maybe start first, and ^en Kim Bey?

STATEMENTS OF ALEAH LOCKMAN, PHILADELPHIA. PA; KIM
BEY, PHILADELPHIA, PA; BERNARD JOHNSON, PHILADEL-
PHIA, PA; AND FREDERIC KAUFFMAN, MJ)., DIRECTOR,
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT, TEMPLE UNIVERSITY

Ms. Lockman. Good morning.
My name is Aleah Lockman. I am a 23-year-old college graduate,

mother of one 6-month-old baby boy and a part-time seasonal em-
ployee at H&R Block.

I am here this morning representing the Covenent House Health
Care Services. I became a part of the Covenent House Health Care
Services because at the time last year I became pregnant and I was
a student at the University of Maryland, Eastern Shore. At the

time, I did have health coverage but they did not take it in Mary-
land. I had to therefore come back to Pennsylvania to receive

health care service.

By me being a senior in college, about the time my child was
bom, 2 months before my child was bom I was put off my mother's

health care plan and I couldn't cifford to continue with the services.

The services that I received from the plan my mother had didn't

even cover half of the prenatal care that I needed. I ended up pay-

ing for such things as ultra sounds and other tests that were need
in prenatal care.

I went to the Covenent House. They took the necessary proce-

dures for me to get on medical assistance so therefore I can have
full health coverage for the birth of my child and for prenatal care.

I chose to receive prenatal care through the Covenent House and
they helped me with the necessary procedures to get medical as-

sistance for my son once my insurance ran out.

I received prenatal care and I found out that at the Covenent
House they were really concerned about me and my well-being,

even though I had to travel back and forth from Maryland to Penn-
sylvania to get care. The times I was here in Pennsylvania, in

Philadelphia interviewing, the Covenent House worked with me
and made sure that once a month I made it home to get prenatal

care, and if anything came up, any test or anything, the nurse con-

tacted me personally and it was very confidential and they sent the

necessary prescriptions for prenatal vitamins or if I had any infec-

tions, for me to get them filled in Maryland.
When I first came to the facility, I felt very comfortable and I

was very impressed with the service. Employees there set up the

necessary paperwork for when I was to go into the hospital for

labor and deliver^' during my first visit. They also placed me in all

the programs that I qualified for, such as WIC, which enabled me
to get the proper nutrients, milk, cheese or whatever, like so I can

eat right for my pregnancy.



I was also assigned a serial worker, which is right there on their

farihties. If I qualify for any other government-aided programs, I

was welcome to apply.

What really impressed me about the Covenent House, like I said

before, was the confidentiality that thev have with their clients.

Even if I had to return to Maryland, if I had any problems, any
questions, they welcomed me to call them anytime with any ques-

tions or any problems that I had. They were like a support group
the whole time I was away. Even when I came home, it was even
better when I came home.
AAer I graduated in May, I moved back to Philadelphia and the

Covenent House offered me more programs. We had prenatal class-

es for 4 weeks, they were two hours once a week, and they also had
home visitation programs where an expecting parent can receive

one-on-one information for those unanswered questions that

couldn't be answered during the time we had the prenatal classes.

The prenatal classes acted as a support group for me and other

expecting parents. Everyone in my class was experiencing being

pregnant for the first time, so we could really relate to each other

as tar as the feelings or the nervousness and everything. The class-

es covered all medications you could receive while in labor and de-

livery and the effect that they would have on you and your child.

They covered the pros and cons of breast feeding versus bottle feed-

ing, breathing tecnniques, and birth control, and that is only a few
of the things they covered.
The home visitation progpram also stressed the importance of im-

munizations and they follow up on you and your child until your
child is 1 year old.

What I found of great importance at the Covenent House is that

the doctors are on call 24 hours for emergency. If you have anv
emergencies, you can call their emergenc>' number and they will

contact you right away and give you the necessary things, proce-

dures to do to care for your child rather than go to the emergency
room. It is a hotline that you can call and they will follow up on

you and everything.

I had to use the hotline several times, being as though for mv
family this is the first baby in the family since I was bom, which

was 23 years ago, so a lot of things have changed and it is just a

lot of things that my mom forgot or we just don't know, and it has

been a real help. They handle things as minor as diarrhea to as

serious as breathing problems, because one time my son started

wheezing and everything and I didn't know what was going on, so

we went to the hospital and they followed up on everything on me,

and it was a real help because I got all nervous anci crazy-acting,

but they calmed me aown and they were real supportive about it.

Well, basically, the Covenent House, like I said, has provided

convenience for me as well as equal or gTeater-qualit>' health care

as other faciUties would have, and it is all under one roof, so that

is what I really like about it. And because of the services I have

received, I am now better aware of the importance of health care

in the lives of my son and myself.

Thank you.

Senator WoFFORD. Thank you ver>- much.
Did you say that you are working now''



Ms. LOCKMAN. I am just a seasonal employee for H&R Block

down the street.

Senator Wofford. As a part-time worker, do you have health in-

surance benefits now?
Ms. LocKMAN. No, I don't. No, I don't. I am still on medical as-

sistance.

Senator WOFFORD. Unless you want to ask a question right now,
we will ask Kim Bey, and then talk to the panel afterwards.

Kim Bey, would you tell your story? Move the microphone around
so the technology helps.

Mr. Williams. Ms. Lockman, how old are you?

Ms. Lockman. I am 23 years old.

Ms. Bey. Good morning. My name is Kim Bey and I appreciate

being given the opportunity to speak to the Committee on Labor
and Human Resources and tell you what the role for prevention

has done for me and my family.

I am 29 years old and a single parent of three children, ages 7,

6, and 3. I am also recovering from a drug addiction for 3 years.

I am currently enrolled in a community college to obtain a certifi-

cate in drug and alcohol counseling. Prior to my new way of life,

I was in an addiction for 4 years and the end result was homeless-

ness and in desperate need for treatment and health care.

I went into treatment when I was 7 months pregnant with my
third child. Up until then, I had no prenatal care and I was not

eating the proper diet to have a healthy baby. Gardenzia New
Image, which is a treatment center for homeless women and chil-

dren, gave me the support and attention I needed to get healthier.

At the clinic, I was treated for an infection which helped me to

have a healthy baby.
After 5 months in the facility, my second child came to live with

me in treatment. He was three at the time. He was very with-

drawn and full of anger and aggressiveness Mv chemical depend-
ency had affected him and my family emotionally and they needed
help from the child care component at Gardenria. They helped me
learn how to communicate with him and gave me suggestions in

parenting skills so I could build a healthy relationship with him so

it could prevent him from being a part of the violence and crime

that takes place in our city.

After I completed treatment, my oldest child also needed counsel-

ing to build her counseling in me and help her Nvith her self es-

teem. Her grades were very poor and as a result of her counseling,

they went from C's and D's to A's and Bs All of these services

were provided to me through medical assistance and I am very

proud to be a parent today.

The services contribute a great deal in the role for prevention. It

is very important for them to continue so other people like me can

have the same opportunity.
Senator WoFFORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Williams. How old are you, Ms. Bey''

Ms. Bey. Twenty-nine.
Senator WoFFORD. I may have missed it. did you say what you

are doing now? You are at the communitv
Ms Bey. Right.
Senator Wofford. You are at the community college''
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Ms. Bey. Right.

Senator Wofford. In paralegal?
Ms. Bey. No, D&A counseling.
Senator WOFFORD. D&A, good.
Bernard Johnson, would you, Mr. Johnson, tell us your story?
Mr. Johnson. First, I would Uke to just start out by saying God

is great. Any time a sister can sit next to us and explain to a room-
ful of strangers what her problems are and how she has recovered
from them, I just need to say God is great.

I would like to thank Ron Heigler for inviting me here this morn-
ing. Ron is the Director of Greater Philadelphia Health Action. I

have known him for about 10 years now, and my family are pa-

tients at his facility on Woodland Avenue.
I am also the director of Healthy Family, Healthy Life, a family-

centered community-based health organization in southwest Phila-

delphia attempting to do in the neighborhoods for people who
aren't strong like mis sister here, attempting to introduce them to

programs around health prevention.

I am also the father of two daughters. One is 14 years old and
the other is seven, and both of those children were bom at risk just

because of the way my wife carries children. Everyone isn't on

drugs when their children are bom at risk, and I just need to say

that.

So our problem was somewhat different than a lot of people's

problems. We were fully insured at the first two births. I worked
for an employer, we had Blue Cross/Blue Shield, and my wife had
major bowel surgery in her sixth month of pregnancy with our first

child, but we had insurance and we were able to survive that. The
second child was bom 7 months and we were again insured and we
survived that. Both of those kids are now doing well.

About a month ago^I will just tell this most recent situation

—

about a month ago, our oldest daughter began complaining about

severe stomach pains, and we are underinsured nght now. We are

not fully insured. We piece together different types of insurance.

My oldest daughter, who is covered under the Canng Program
from Blue Cross, began experiencing these pams and so we took

her to the doctor.

Because of the Caring Program, we were able to have her fully

examined, something that we would not have been able to do, at

least as far as I am concerned, we wouldn't have been able to do

it without that program. So we found out that my daughter had a

cyst on one of her ovaries and it needed to be surgically removed,

and it presented a problem for us because the Canng Program only

covers outpatient services.

When we went to see what the possibilities were of upgrading

our coverage with Blue Cross, we got some bad information m the

sense that the person who was talking to us felt as though the card

would cover inpatient surgery. It made us feel good when we got

that information, so we went on to the surgeon, only to find out

that the card doesn't cover that t>T»e of surgerv'.

So I called Ms. Marshall, who happens to be in the room nght
now, and I talked to her about it She is from Blue Cross. I talked

to her about it and she worked with us and in a day or so she

called us back The people in the surgeon's office didn't understand



how they should get us in the hospital, which was really confusing

to us. We needed to have this operation but we didn't know how
to get into the hospital, and so Ms. Marshall told us about several

programs that the hospital could offer us. We talked to the sur-

geon, the surgeon talked to her social worker, and that process

began to move. So we got involved in the spend-down program.
If it hadn't been for that good information—we got some bad in-

formation, then we got some good information, but if hadn't been
for that, we don't know what we would have been doing right now
because it didn't seem that the doctor's office, the social worker, the

people in the hospital were sending us back and forth. We were
just flying back and forth, back and forth.

Well, in the end, last week the cyst disappeared and my daugh-
ter didn't need the surgery after all, but Blue Cross, the Caring
Program, covered some $1,500 worth of outpatient evaluations and
testing that would have been very difficult for us to pay out of our
pocket.

So that is the most recent situation that we have been involved

in. There are a lot of folks who are out here who are uninsured or

underinsured. I just want to say that maybe it is my pride that

keeps us from going to the welfare department to see if we are eli-

gible for public assistance, maybe it is the way people are treated

when they go into the welfare department that keeps us from
wanting to go into that situation, but if public health benefits could

be offered to people from community-based organizations, if they

could be offered from health clinics, from places outside of the wel-

fare department, I think we would find more people willing to go

into those places and apply for benefits.

So if it is true that 30 percent of the people who are uninsured
are eligible for public assistance benefits but for some reason don't

apply for them, maybe we need to be looking at the reasons why
they don't apply and the barriers that are set up to keep people

from applying for benefits that they are truly entitled to.

That is basically my story' this morning.
Senator WoFTORD. One question I have for all three of you is to

what extent do you feel that you have one-stop service'' How impor-

tant was that, thai there was one place and one program that was
able to deal with a great many of your health problems?

Ms. LOCKMAN. Well, at the Covenent House, like I said before,

everything was right there that you needed and they helped you.

If you needed any type of other assistance, the social workers were

ri^t there on the premises. If you qualify for the WIC program,

that was right there on the premises. Everything you needed to

have a healthy child was provided for you right there. They ex-

plained everytning to you. It was just a matter of you agreeing to

go along with the program. Everything was right there, all the

services that you needed were right there in that facility.

Senator WoFFORD. Ms. Bey.
Ms. Bey. Yes, all the services were at Gardenzia also. Before I

went there, I had a difficult time trying to get help because I was
homeless and pregnant, but their facility supported me with every-

thing that I needed.
Senator WoFTORD. Bernard, do you have any thoughts?
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Mr. Johnson. We didn't experience the one-stop shopping privi-

lege. We had to make many thoughts. All I am saving is that

Senator WoFFORD. Do you want to describe that again, how
many hoops you had to go through?
Mr. Johnson. Well, we started at Blue Cross, we talked on the

phone, they told us to go into the office. We went into the office,

we got what we thought was good information. It turned out that

the information wasn't correct. That is really bad, when you pass

out bad information to people who are all up in the air anjrway

about what is happening to them.

I called Dr. Ross' office and talked to folks in his office. I was just

trying to get information. Information is important. Then we went

to the surgeon and the surgeon didn't know what was going on.

That was another stop.

So we made five or six pit stops before we were able to convince

people about the program of spend down, and I am not exactly sure

what that program is all about right now because, like I said, the

cyst dissolved itself and we didn't have to carry through with the

surgery.

But if one-stop—I live in an underserviced neighborhood. Senator

Williams represents that neighborhood to some degree. He is from

that neighborhood. It is underserviced. There are no social services

in the community. It is King Sesson, where we have the second-

highest rate of infant mortality in the city, and there are no serv-

ices there. It is difficult to get information.

So my family wasn't privileged like these ladies were, and if

there was a program of its kind in my community, we would have

taken advantage of it. And we think that we are on top of things

and every day that goes past, we find out more and more that we

know less and less.

But one-stop shopping is something that our organization is

pushing for, is something that most people in the health industry-

say they want, but it is taking forever to happen at the rate it

needs to happen. Senator. It is not there for everyone. It is cer-

tainly not there for people who work every day and struggle every

day working these five-member shops, six-member shops, working

grocery stores. Folks need information.

Senator WoFFORD. Senator Williams.

Mr. Williams. You referred to Greater Philadelphia Health Ac-

tion Organization. Could you describe what kind of organization

that is? I am aware that it is a well-nin grass roots kind of health

approach that has been eminently successful, and it is African-

American run and I think you ought to lay that out for us.

Mr. Johnson. Sure. 1 started out in the city's health chnic, my
family and I, when we lost our health insurance, and that was sev-

eral years ago. We weren't happy with just the appearance of the

place and the wait, the long wait, and the rudeness of the physi-

cians, to be honest vnlh you, before Dr. Ross came
We went to Greater Philadelphia Health Action, which runs one

of Its centers at 55t.h and Woodland, and we went there basically

because I had knov.Ti Ron Heigler and /lJ Henley who was there

before Ron Heigler. so we figured we would go there to tr>- to move

ourselves awav from the city facility. If the place is dirty, you jusi
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don't want your family treated there, and it was terrible, District

Health Center Number 3. At that point in time, it was terrible.

So we went up to Ron's place, and I talk like that because that
is how the people up there treat you. They treat you decent, the
place is clean. I mean, the place is clean, so in your eyes, that is

the first thing you are looking at is how clean the place is. You get
one physician. You see that physician each and every time.

I even went to the doctor. I mean, you talk about men's health,
I was feeling real bad a couple of years ago. I was like 40 pounds
overweight, so I finally drug myself up to the doctor after my wife
encouraged me to do so and he told me, you keep on going like this

and you are going to be out of here. I lost some weight. He told

me what to eat, what not to eat, so I changed my diet. It is a strug-
gle, but I changed my diet and I appreciate the service there. It is

iike going to your own doctor.

Folks understand what I am talking about. When I was a kid,

we had one doctor, one doctor. And we moved about three times
when I was a kid and we had that one doctor who delivered all my
sister's kids. I was comfortable. That is how I was raised. I was
comfortable with that type of care. That is the type of care that
GPHA offers you at 55th and Woodland.
Mr. Williams. In addition to that 55th and Woodland site for

general health care, is there another facility nearby where they ba-
sically address the needs of children? I think it is at 55th and
Mr. Johnson. They have a day care center, you mean?
Mr. Williams. A day care center.
Mr. Johnson. They have a fine day care center. I mean, this

sounds like an advertisement It sounds like Amway, but that is

not what it is.

They have a day care center at 55th and Grays Avenue, and I

went over there a couple of years ago when they opened it up, I

guess, originally. They service a lot ofchildren from public housing,
from Bartrum Village that I know personally. It is a quality place,

it is clean. I mean, that is the first thing in my head, it is clean.
And they have teachers there who are caring.

Last summer, I guess it was last summer, Ron invited me to go
to their graduation, preschool graduation, and you could see the
parents participating and the kids were fully involved. Thev said
their little plays and their little pieces, you know, like they ao, but
it was a good, wholesome family environment.
So you get two things there. You get. one, you get quality medi-

cal treatment. Then on the other hand, you are able to put your
kids into a facility where you know they are going to be safe and
people care for them, and I think that is really important today.
So if I had a kid 3 years ago, I would send them to tne Grays Ave-
nue center.

Mr. WlLUAMS. I am glad you brought those points out, because
folks seem to find such difficulty in terras of health access, first of

all, in feeling comfortable so they can get real health treatment,
communication. The extension of that is really the family. If the
family approach is not there, you are really not going to have serv-

ice.

So here is an organization, a local organization who combines
separate facilities whose philosophy and approach apparently is to
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address the family and do those cogent needs, a model, I suppose,

is just what we are always talking about and you have experienced

that and your testifying is going to underscore that

Mr. Johnson. Oh, sure. I mean, we could use more of that. Sen-

ator. No, we are talking about—I am sorry.

Mr. Williams. No, go ahead.

Mr. Johnson. If we are talking about saving our kids, then we
have to talk about at 2 years ola and 3 vears old, as soon as we
can get them away from Mom and put tnero in another environ-

ment.
Mr. Williams. So you are saying there really is no mystery on

where to find models
Mr. Johnson. No.

Mr. Williams. It is here, right?

Mr. Johnson. Well, it is right there.

Mr. Williams. And we didn't conspire this

Mr. Johnson. Oh no.

Mr. WiLUAMS. I didn't know you were coming.

Mr. Johnson. I didn't know you were going to come.

Mr. Williams. I didn't know Ron was coming either. But you lay

out a model which people who make policy always, can we find

one?
Mr. Johnson. This was there.

Mr. WlLUAMS. And that combination is there and just happened

to come out, so I really am pleased that you underscored that.

Mr. Johnson. Thank you.

Mr. Williams. I just wanted to ask you ladies, did you say you

were in college before you got pregnant, Ms. Lockman?
Ms. Lockman. Excuse me, I graduated from college.

Mr. Williams. Oh, you graduated.

Ms. Lockman. Yes.

Mr. WiUJAMS. You had graduated?
Ms. Lockman. I graduated—no, I got pregnant in my last

semester
Mr. Williams. OK.
Ms. Lockman. [Continuing]. But I did graduate.

Mr. Williams. So you now have your degree.

Ms. Lockman. Yes.

Senator WOFFORD. And then you lost your health insurance, if 1

understand.
Ms. Lockman. I lost my health insurance. As soon as you grad-

uate, once you graduate, I am off my mother's plan. My mother had

a plan with the school district. I graduated from college. I couldn't

afford to keep the plan.

Mr. Williams. OK. And Ms. Bey, you are presently in commu-

nity college?

Ms. Bey. Well, I took the semester off because I am in the proc-

ess of moving, but I

Senator WOFFORD. Well, what I was trying to figure out is

whether you had your substance problem before you entered com-

munity college or whether you hacl it aftenAards

Ms hETf No. after I completed treatment was when I enrolled in

college.

Mr Williams OK, thank you.
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Senator Wofford. I want to second what Senator Williams said

about models. We are looking for models in terms of national

health legislation and what we should support, but I am tired of

having models and pilot programs that never get expanded to deal

with uie whole problem. The purpose of a pilot is to ignite the fur-

nace, and if I have any effect in Washington, which I hope to have,

it is to take some of the pilots that are working and ignite the

whole so it gets to everybody.
Mr. Starr. May I comment on that?

Senator Wofford. If you would identify yourself.

Mr. Starr. Phil Starr, Southeast Lancaster Health Services. I

am also affiliated with Covenant House and Greater Philadelphia

Health Action. It is also a nonprofit community health center.

The book "Within Our Reach" by Schorr and Schorr documents
what the models are. We have the knowledge. It is a question of

whether we have the will and whether we want to spend the

money. It is not a question of models. The models exist. It is a

question of whether we want to do it

Mr. Johnson. You are going to spend the money now or you are

going to spend it later, there is just no question about that in my
mind.

Senator Wofford. The court reporter who is doing the tran-

script, which our committee is going to make good use of, needs to

get anyone who speaks on a microphone or the court reporter can't

get it, I am told. So if you maybe would see the court reporter and
make sure he got your comments, including the name of the book

again, what diayou say?
Mr. Starr. "Within Our Reach".
Senator WoFFORD. "Within Our Reach".

Mr. Starr. By Schorr and Schorr.

Senator WoFFORD. By Schorr and Schorr.

Mr. Heigler, Ron Heigler, I congratulate you too for your work
and also for being with us in Harrisburg as well as being here

today. Let us find the pilots and then ignite the whole
Mr. Williams. I do want to say, though, that the book approach

is only one approach and there have been some problems, at least

within some minority communities, where people just refer to the

books and they leave out a whole host of operative people.

So I am sure it is all well-listed, but I just want to comment, at

least from my standpoint, that I don't think we ought to limit our-

selves to the book by any means, and that in the past has caused

problems because those who write books are the same people who
benefit from the system as it is. So I would caution that as a uni-

lateral approach. Senator.
Senator WoFFORD. And I would add that much as I think a hear-

ing like this can be helpful and it is very valuable for you to come
and give us this testimony, I and others who are involved on the

Washington front, just as those who are involved in Harrisburg,

need to go and visit the site and see the programs in action, and

I look forsvard to doing that.

Senator WoFFORD. Frederic Kauffman, would you talk to us for

a few minutes about the other perspective, because you are Direc-

tor of the Emergency Department here at Temple and 1 would like
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to see how your experience compares with the stories you have just
heard.

Dr. Kauffman. Senator Wofford, Senator WilHams, distine^uished

guests and members of the Temple University family, good morn-
ing. My name is Dr. Frederic Kauffman. I am an Associate Profes-

sor of Medicine at the Temple University School of Medicine and
I am the Director of the Emergency Department at Temple Univer-
sity Hospital.
Seventeen-thousand patients a year are admitted to Temple Uni-

versity Hospital. Thirty-six percent of those patients arrive via the
emergency department. Temple is a level one trauma center, and
59 percent of the trauma cases seen at Temple are related to homi-
cide. In addition, more indigent and trauma care is delivered at

Temple University Hospital man any other institution in the Com-
monwealth of Pennsylvania. It should also be noted, though, tiiat

Temple also serves as a heart transplant center and is the fourth-

busiest heart transplant center in the country.

Last fiscal year. Temple delivered $12 million in free and under-
reimbursed health care, and as such, under the Medicare system.

Temple has been designated as a super-disproportionate share hos-

pital and truly serves as a safety-net hospital providing care to the

underserved patients of North Philadelphia.

My principal purpose here is to address with you the impact on
our emergency department when primary and preventative care

fail in the community of North Philadelphia. The challenge of

emergency medicine carries with it very heavy emotional and phys-
ical stress, primarily due to the unpredictability of the nature of

the demands for our service.

Inner city violence, problems of substance abuse and poverty
often result in patients being brought to our department in rapid

succession and requiring the emergent services of many subspecial-

ists throughout the hospital. Patients with gunshot wounds to the

head, with baseball bat beatings to the head and to the chest and
the extremities require very sophisticated specialty care if they are

to be served properly.

In addition, however, inadequate primary care and inadequate
preventative care results in its own set of medical emergencies. The
8-month pregnant patient who abuses cocaine presents for the first

time to tne medical system in our emergency department bleeding

and in active labor. She suffers from a complication of cocaine

abuse known as placental abruption and she requires the emergent
services of the obstetrical department if both she and her pre-

mature infant are to survive.

The elderly patient with a history of hypertension who does not

have proper primary care and has poorly-controlled blood pressure

arrives in our department with a devastating stroke that could

have been completely prevented with adequate primary care of the

patient's underlying medical problem.
While these emergent cases are being taken care of in the emer-

gency department, our waiting room is filling up with patients who
have less emergent needs, for in essence, inner-city emergenc\' de-

partments nin two t>'p€S of practice. The first is the acute emer-
gent care practice, but the second is a primary care practice that

IS of necessity due to a lack of patient access to the system, due
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to the lack of quality medical care, and at times due to the lack

of patient understanding of the medical system itself.

So the question arises, what is needed to address the care of the
nonurgent patient? Clearly, it goes beyond having adequate num-
bers of primary care physicians. Timely access is necessary, and
that must be access to quality medical care, for access without
quality is really a medical charade and patients who have access

but do not receive quality care will certainly end up back in our
emergency department
Temple has sought to address the issue of the difficulties of pri-

mary and preventative care in North Philadelphia through many
different means, two of which include the following. One is the

TIPS program, which is a program that was established with the
help of the William Penn Foundation, and it serves as an outreach
to pregnant women early on in their pregnancies, women who have
hi^-risk pregnancies for whatever reason. The hope is that
through aggressive in-house and also in-hospital service, that these

patients will go on to deliver healthy babies and the hope is that
we will prevent the devastating infant morbidity and mortality that

is presently occurring in this part of the city.

Second, Temple has worked to establish a primary care network
through its relationship with the Health Partners of Philadelphia,
which is a managed care delivery system to medical assistance pa-

tients in this area. Health Partners of Philadelphia serves over
50,000 patients through a program of quality interaction between
the hospital network and the primary physician network in the
community.
So to summarize, I think it is very clear from my standpoint that

a lack of primary care and a lack of preventative care has a very
major impact on Temple's emergency department.

Second, the problems of inner city violence, drug abuse, and pov-

erty clearly, in my mind, have a major impact on the emergencv
department and the health care system in general and must be ad-

dressed in any health care proposal if quality care is the ultimate
hope. No amount of primary care in and of itself will eliminate this

need.
I am concerned also that proposals that are in existence that pro-

pose to reduce medical education funding will potentially impair
the ability for places such as Temple to deliver quality medical

care.

And finally, I will say that community primary care must have
several components if it is to be successful. There must be adequate
numbers of physicians, there must be timely access to care, quality

medical care must be delivered, cmd any program that is estab-

lished must be tailored to meet the needs, the very individual

needs, of the patients that it serves.

Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Kauflrman appears in the appen-
dix.]

Senator WoFFORD. Thank you. Can you say anvthing about the

degree to which violence has increased as a health problem that

vou have seen in the hospital? Is it increasing'' Is it about the same
level?
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Dr. Kauffman. I have been at Temple since 1981, and just when
I think I have seen it all, something else comes in. I think it is very

clear in my mind that violence is increasing, that there are a num-
ber of reasons for that Probably the most important reason is the

problem of substance abuse. But certainly from where I stand, vio-

lence is something that we observe every day and I think, from my
standpoint, it is clearly on the rise.

Senator Wofford. Have you seen health problems for other peo-

ple than those that suffer the violence, the children who witness

it? Maybe the emergency room isn't the place where you would reg-

ister it, but it occurs to me it must be like a ripple effect that af-

fects a lot of other people, emotional problems of a serious nature.

Dr. Kauffman. Absolutely. I think that that sort of problem

comes up in many different ways. It comes up with the 12-year-old

child who is caught in crossfire and comes in as a gunshot victim.

It comes up in situations where a 17-year-old is killed because of

the violent nature and the family is totally devastated. The teen-

ager was totally healthy, totally well, and in a split second is taken

away from the family.

We see it from the standpoint of the emotional impact that the

violence has on the families and friends of the people that are in-

volved. So clearly, I think, there is very much a ripple effect.

Senator Wofford. Mr. Johnson, did you want to comment on

that?
Mr. Johnson. I would just like to say that in terms of this vio-

lence piece, I would hope that we would look at how mental health

services in this country are being delivered. Most people are resist-

ant to seeking mental health services. I am almost resistant to

talking about it

If you are a 2-year-old who grows up, let us just look at the

worse scenario, who grows up in a violent household and then you

live in a violent neighborhood and then you see it all glorified on

TV, what you think is glorifying it on TV, on the news, and the

cameras in your neighborhood, and now the violence in the schools,

and all you hear and see and sleep and eat is this violence that

is out of hand now, then it just seems to me that we need to be

working toward deprogramming those kids and reprogramming

them. I mean, that is how I say it

We are resistant to it A lot of folks, in at least the African-Amer-

ican community, are resistant to mental health treatment because

of all the reasons, because you don't want to be labeled as crazy.

So as well as on the medical side, I would hope that we would

be looking at the mental health side. Anytime an HMO can make
a profit out of the money it receives from the State for mental

health services, it means people aren't using them. So I would hope

that because violence is now a public health issue, that we would

be looking at the way qualit>' mental health services are delivered

to our families.

Senator Wofford Senator Williams.

Mr. Williams Doctor, you spoke a lot on the violence as a health

issue. I suppose that you as a doctor do believe that violence is a

significant public health issue at the present time.

Dr. Kauffman Yes sir.
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Mr. Williams. OK. Among your peers, have you come to any de-

terminations as to why that is so, over and above the fact that

dru£s are prolific? I guess to break it on down, has there been in

health circles or medical circles any inquiry into the mental health

or psychological aspect of that phenomenon?
Let me put it in this context This book by Steven Fox called

•^lood and Power^ where straight out with all the facts and figures

laid out, the Italians, the Jews, the Irish blasted their wav through

organized crime into respectability in the country. It is all laid out

in facts. That therefore was violence by all these underclass, imder-

privileged, immigrant kind of minorities, so that essentially in

modem America, groupings have used violence to get into respect-

ability, and the vestiges are still there in organized crime. And
they speak about minorities doing that too. They thought minori-

ties would do the same thing except certain things didn't happen.

Given that as more or less a natural phenomenon into success

context, is there anything different in the psychological approach

that the phenomena now exists in?

Dr. Kauffman. Yes, I think I would refer to your concept of vio-

lence leading to ultimate respectability. The violence in the inner

city is out of total disregard for human life. The concept of respect-

ability has to do wi^ your standing within perhaps the illicit drug

trade trafficking in your particular community or your standing

from the standpoint of the material things that you have been able

to gain through that practice.

I think what is different, though, is that there is no common
good that is even conceived of within the violence that we see.

What impresses me so much on a day-to-day basis is the total lack

of regard for human life.

Mr. WiLlJAMS. I guess that is what my bottom line is too, and
I just wondered out loud whether the medical community, the

health community. £is resourceful as it is, has said, look, fellows,

let us take a look at this. What is this all about? I wondered

whether among your professionals there is any inquiry going on,

any subconelusion, any conclusion.

f will tell you this, within the active, at least black community
and Latino community as well, it is very clear that the value for

lives in the minority community is not as high as others across the

board among minority people and majority people as well. And
given that lack of value for whatever reasons, that is in the mind
of the 'Violento/', and basic people talk about that every day.

We just wonder, I guess, out loud, and you probably Lake 100

people in the minority community who know something that is

going on, probably 75 would say that, and I just wonder whether

Uie professional community who comes along with solutions have

yet caught up with that phenomena or whether it is something that

is resisted in the health community.
It is staggering to wonder, whether it is in a jail in Mississippi

where 31 people get hung or whether it is Rodney King, all those

things across the t>oard, or whether it is blacks-on-black crime, all

exhibits a condition that says the value of that life in somebody's

mmd, whether it is a black person's mind, is not as much. It seems

to me that is a health precondition that I would wonder whether
the medacal or health community is yet asking itself
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Dr. Kauffman. I think, from my perspective, and certainly not
knowing everything about the literature in medicine, I don't believe
that the medical community has quite come to that point yet.

Mr. Williams. I think you are right
Dr. Kauffman. That would be my own perspective. I think that

the perspective of the medical community, the emphasis is more on
the study of the violence itself, how frequent is it, and how do we
in the hospital or health care setting make sure that we are prop-
erly protected. I think that is where the emphasis is now, but I

don't believe it has gotten to the
Mr. Williams. I appreciate your candor about that.
Dr. Kauffman. [Continuing]. Gotten to the point that you have

addressed.
Mr. Williams. But just put in your mind that indeed, even with-

in your profession, there are a number of your professionals who
think the same way who don't find a need to put it on the table
because it just would not be conceived of as something is relevtint

or even existed, but there are a number of people who talk to us,

the black or Latino community, who are health professionals or
medical people who could put that on the table as a scientific plus
toward moving toward the thing that everybody talks about as a
subject. I just wanted to make that point
Senator Wofford. I want to thant this panel very much.
By the way, there was hearing last week of our Labor and

Human Resources Committee in Washington on youth violence,
and I will try to get the testimony for Senator Williams and o^ers
of you who are interested. Marian Wright Edelman and Deborah
Prothrow-Stith testified very eloquently and vividly, and it is a
subject we are not going to escape and we had better face it and
see how it fits into the legislation that is needed in health care.

I hope to keep in touch with you as we move forward on this.

Ms. Bey, did you want to add something?
Ms. Bey. No.
Senator WoFFORD. Thank you very much.
Ms. Bey. Thankvou.
Ms. Lockman. Thank you.
Senator WoFFORD. You have made a real contribution.
If John Thomas, the legislative aide to Councilwoman Marian

Tasco, would take the place of the panel, I will introduce him to

read part of Marian Tasco's testimony in a few minutes.
We will have written testimony from Representative David Rich-

ardson, who has given real leadership in the State legislature on
this subject, and as Chairman of the House Health and Welfare
Committee is going to be playing a key role there.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Richardson appears in the ap-

pendix.]
Senator WoFFORD. Right now, I would like to introduce Senator

Hardy Williams. Senator Williams is a true son of West Philadel-

phia. I appreciated your joining me in the questioning here, and I

appreciate your being here instead of heading to Hamsburg, where
you are also due today.

Mr. Williams. Not now, they have called it off.

Senator WoFFORD They have called it off. Good We are the ben-
eficiary- of that
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Despite what he said a little while ago about books, Senator Wil-
liams is not only an outstanding political leader and athlete but he
is a scholar, but one who has changed the face of politics and gov-
ernment in Philadelphia. He was an honor student at West Phila-
delphia High School—I want some of this in the record. I know a
lot of people know all this. Senator Williams. He was an honor stu-
dent at Penn State University. He was the first African-American
player on Penn State's basketball team and went on to captain the
championship teams of the early* 50s.

He returned from service as a First Lieutenant in the Korean
conflict and went on then to receive his Doctor of Jurisprudence in

1952 at the University of Pennsylvania. As a practicing attorney,
he distinguished himself in precedent-setting cases, earning the re-

spect of tne legal community.
He was not content with nis own success. He has organized city-

wide grass roots campaigns for other African-American candidates.
He paved the way through his own candidacy for mayor of Phila-
delpnia in 1971 for African Americans to the State House and Sen-
ate, the mayor's office, and the Congress of itie United States.

As a legislator and a Senator. Hardy Williams has been a cham-
pion of society's most vulnerable members: youth, senior citizens,

and the poor. His special interests and leadership on public health
issues have led to his chairmanship of the Senate Public Health
and Welfare Committee. He also cnairs the Philadelphia Senate
delegation and serves on the Judiciary, the Rules and Elxecutive
Nominations Committees, Appropriations, Finance, State Govern-
ment, and Veterans Emergency Management Affairs Committees,
and on the State Planning Board, the Governor's Advisory Commis-
sion on African-American Affairs, the Governor's Task Force to re-

duce welfare dependency, and the Cheney University board of
trustees.

Senator Hardy Williams.

STATEMENT OF HON. HARDY WILLIAMS, STATE SENATOR
FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. Williams. Thank you. Senator Wofford, and good morning.
I, too, want to congratulate you for bringing these field hearings to

Philadelphia and in particular to address the health issues and
needs within the urban community settings.

I also want to say the last issue we talked about, the youth vio-

lence issue, is one that has been very close to my heart for over
25 years, and indeed, if you look in ^e record, we probably had the
most in-depth study and success in that youth violence problem
here in Philadelphia, and following the approach that the scientific

community, like doctors, do, you Took back and you see what was
done. Doctors never do that, of course, when it comes to strange
subjects like this, but vouth violence in Philadelphia had impact,
cause, effect, solution, tne whole thing, and that is on record.

So when you say I should read that testimony, I should probably
provide you with some testimony because I ctbw up in Philadelphia
on public assistance, in gang warfare, and that issue never left me
from that point all the way through school, college, politics, and the

like. It is a very keen expression of the same question of violence

as why environmentally for it v be recognized now as a public
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health issue is not at all strange to those of us who were back
there then, when vou couldn't go to school because the whole com-
munity was lockea in it. That was the black community.

Well, of course, it has split itself. The factors are different, but
the thing is the same. So I just wanted to express that particular

thing.

I would like to make the heart of my remarks basically politic,

public policy input, if you like. I assume the public health diseases

that are significantly high in the minority and black and Latino
communities, such as AIDS, infant mortality, and the like, all of

those things, it is an absolute shame that the country, the city, and
the State could let that exist and not, say, adjust it as a scientific

matter, a resource disposition matter, and a moral matter. That is

what it is. It is just a shame, and North Philadelphia is a national

disgrace in regard to that To think that that can exist and we just

shuttle along talking about cost containment, managed care, is ri-

diculous.
Therefore, I assume that you know that access is a code word,

access. Access means racism too, in the sense that if I am talking

to a Latino and I am Caucasian and I don't work hard and I am
a doctor too, because most doctors don't work hard to understand
patients in the first place, and doctors will tell you that So if you
double that with the way that minorities are looked at anyway,
then access is not just a matter of language but cultural orientation

on both sides.

And I don't mean harsh racism, but people just don't care as

much for an old black man, because African-American men aren't

even included on the chart. Let us face it, they are not on the

chart. And yet on the other hand, we are talking about violence in

America. Come on. How did those youngsters ever get there, and
what happens to those who go through when they are old, never

on the chart? That is a cultural lag in the bureaucracy that repeats

itself

In other words, if our problem is universal access or whatever to

health and if you don't include the bureaucratic, the cultural, and
the otner factors that you don't get access, if vou don't include

those, all you are going to do is take a bunch of poor people, give

them another system, spend a lot of money, and still not provide

health.

And so when I was interfering and saying that Mr. Heigler's or-

ganization is a model, it is a model. They have been discovered.

They have been discovered, but not really because there are a lot

of groupings like that.

"Therefore, what I am saying is you take from President through

the Senator all the way down to the local medical director, Phila-

delphia medical commissioner, I am sorry, mayor, State, all that

money and all that energy and we are talking about a poor commu-
nity, an urban community. Unless we fully understand as scientists

all of the derivative factors to analyze and diagnose the problem,

you are going to push more money into hands that are going to

dependently look at the field, and we will uxn these proerrams.

In other words, there is going to be billions of dollars in the

health field both ways mainly in white hands, and I am not talk-

ing about white as color, I am talking about if you are going to
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have the problem here and this here, you are going to have to in-

clude those people in on the economy. You are going to have to in-

clude a lot of people who know more about that than someone else

so you can have access and communication.
You are going to have to discover the models, because in North

Philadelphia, Peter, you have Dr. lingham and the Quality Health
Care. They were talking about her. Ann Pastor should be sup-

Eorted. The TIPS program, that is great, but that is commxmity-
ased, up from the ground like Heigler's organization. And so we

have to begin to empower.
You know, in South Africa all this stuff is going on, they are ne-

gotiating. Hopefully they are coming to reality. That is to say, then,

when you have the class in power, you repeat the same mistakes.

You don't solve things. But if you begin to work it out, you have
a different kind of mix. That empowerment has to start.

That is to say, we always find it difficult, well, how do we
choose? Do we choose Reverend Baylor? We ask Peter, who is presi-

dent Well, come on, I am elected, so ask me first. I might be a
dummy, but ask me first. Just follow the rules, and then hop>efully

there are other ways to get to the community where you see what
is going on is a mix of—well, let us just take managed health care.

That is the issue in the country, in the world. Tons of money, first

of all, largely all on poor people like in North Philadelphia.

And I will tell you. Senator, there is little or no inclusion of mi-
norities in that conversation, at all levels. How ridiculous. And you
are talking about poor people, and you are talking about access,

and you are talking about preventative. How can you prevent
something you can't even talk to, you can't even get the people in

the room?
So all I am saving is if you take that noninclusion and take that

general role and you don t correct it, and the biggest issue going
on at the city. State, and Federal level is managed care, managed
competition, and the like, and our challenge to you. Senator, and
every other bureaucracy is to demonstrate a significant inclusion of

African Americans, Latinos, a large percentage of the people who
are going to be the giiinea pigs or the partjcipants.

So my plea is that on the very subject* of inclusion and the

weakest and frailest of groupings, groupings who should be in-

cluded in the poUcy and Uie economics, and if that kind of a part-

nership can significantly come about, you certainly are going to

have a better quality of care.

I was not surprised at HMA in Philadelphia, a managed care fa-

cihty took over from another organization that failed, because they

had some understanding. People think, well, there is just the ap-

proach to save money. It wasn't just that. They know something
about the constituency they served, and no one yet has said, well,

gee, what is that expertise? Let us check it out. And unless we are

very careful in all the other models that are on the drawing boards,

some people just rush in to make money. Making money is fine,

and cost containment, but delivery of service »s it.

I am just saying that the major factor in the new health care is-

sues affecting poor people is the noninclusion of ethnic and cultural

groupings in the participation and the provision of expertise in
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same. There are a lot of reasons for that, and hopefully the

groupings that are now at least talking will insist that that change.

But as you are conducting these hearings in the urban setting,

managed care being the biggest factor that is on the drawing
boards, that recognition will also affect the things that exist now
like the high signiScance of the public health diseases in minority

communities, that if you look at it not just in a cost way but in

an epidemic way, we have got to solve those problems.

One last thing in terms of that, the violence as a health issue,

no one knows how that cuts. Lots of people live with it. Dr.

Kauffman indicated what it is like to come into the emergency
ward. Well, what is it like to go home at night from work and to

know that the possibility that that kind of violence is going to be

near you 100 times more than the person you work with? That is

a health condition.

Now if you follow me, stress is a verv important factor, and it

used to be that you guys didn't even tnink that could help deal

with cancer, but today you are sort of changing your minds. And
in my estimation as a common sense person, it nas always been

that stress covers everything, everything. And that violence thing

is not just on that family but whole communities who are there

every day, back and forth. I am saying that the value of the life

there in those communities is the key factor on how we as a society

coordinate to deal with it

The reason I asked Dr. Kauffman that question was profes-

sionally, I want to know—that in many cases is a black problem

in ^e city. I want to know how many white doctors think about

that, what their kids would be like, as a scientific matter, and
therefore begin to look at it as a scientific matter.

Dr. Ross, he may not say anything, but he goes home and thinks

about that every night because his friends tellhim all the time and

his kid might have to go here and there. It is a different think from

maybe someone else.

So I am just saying that that medical and health community has

to be challenged, and some of the research dollars, Senator, have

to eo into that, to the honest, real things. Someone has to say, OK,
well, what is this value of life that people are always ulking

about? There are a lot of black people who sav, well, they don't

value black life and people dismiss it as, don't talk black and white.

Well, come on. Come on, let us be honest about this. Where are

people dying and why? And someone scientific has to give us that

answer. So I am saying, let us track policy, our questions, and our

moneys to the same place, if we are going to use that for all these

other things.

I think that that pretty much sums up a tone where I wanted

to put on the table the policy of inclusion connected with the prom-

ises of success stepping through universal health care for every-

body, stepping through managed health care and all those new
things
And I tell you, 1 tell you right now, it is woeful on the local, not

that Dr. Ross isn't tr>nng like hell, but it is woeful on the local

level He has to fiEht everv' step of the way to get a program like

that On the State level, it is pooresl, il is the same way.
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And on the national level. Senator, I am glad you are here. You
guys can push buttons and kick butt, and when you do in terras

of that, things follow. So there is need for legislation, whatever that

is, to say, let us tighten this up, let us adjust this so we can't avoid

these basic things. Let us be able to program what we get for the

money we spend in the areas that we put up as challenges, vio-

lence, managed health care, access, barriers. You know, let us be
real.

So again, I want to thank you for the opportunity of making a

plea for a coherent and inclusive national health policy that hope-

fiilly will dribble down to the local bureaucracies who otherwise

would handle it in accordance with their own values.

Senator WOFFORD. Thank you.

Well, you have made a point that can be appUed at several fronts

of our problem. One place where I will remember well is as we
craft the legislation that is likely to lead to regional purchasing co-

ops for heaJth care, which would provide health care to everybody

in a community, is that co-op needs to have the principle of inclu-

sion written very strongly into its charter and then to have follow

through.
I would be interested in your thoughts, once the President's task

force has given us some beginning structure and language, for you
to look at it with a good, sharp eye to see whether the legal provi-

sions call for coherent inclusion at the local level and then the pro-

cedures by which we follow through.

Mr. Williams. I think the co-op is a good idea. I also think that

there are, for new models or new initiatives, and also an oppor-

tunity for inclusion of a lot of ideas that could be generated by
some people. I would be glad to be included to tender some sugges-

tions. I am sure Dr. Ross, people like him, and Ron Heigler, I know
people who could help.

There are loads and loads of very bright, gifted Philadelphians.

We probably have, per capita we mi^t have the worst infant mor-
tality thing, but we have probably per capita the brightest, most
gifted, the most committed group of African Americans in the coun-

try going wasted, never pulled together to put input into policy. It

is also a notorious and ridiculous condition.

So if you are inviting participation, I would be glad to get to-

gether a group that could make input to you on new initiatives,

new models over and above the cooperatives and whatever that

would tend to bring about the kind of thing that I was talking

about, that I think would serve this country immeasurably.
Senator WoFFORD. Indeed, I would welcome that.

The idea of a purchasing co-op for health insurance in a region

is that it would negotiate with the networks and the options in that

region. So my point about inclusion was that the purchasing co-op

itself must be inclusive in its structure and its membership, and
second, it has to have that principle of inclusion as it negotiates,

encourages networks that will offer various options to people.

Mr. WiLUAMS. Sometimes people talk words, inclusion, it is gen-

erality, but when it comes right down to it, the guy who is in

charge, he goes around it. We have to watch out for that Other-
wise, it won t happen. It will be lip service.
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Senator WoFFORD. Nor do we need to wait for any new structure

of a regional co-op to begin to do on a better scale what you are

talking about, so I would welcome coming back and meeting with

whoever you want to bring together with me.
Mr. Williams. Absolutely.

Senator, I wanted to introduce Ms. Virginia Leemus, to my right,

who is a member of my staff working on health issues. Ms. Jean
Thomas did not make it today. Ms. Thomas has been an expert for

many, many years in the public assistance and health area as well,

debvery of services, all services, the public assistance of clients. So
she is not here this morning, but both these ladies represent the

minority and poor communities that I was talking about very well,

so I just wanted to make sure you met them.

Senator WoFFORD. I look forward to learning from you and work-

ing with you.
We do have a Thomas who did make it, not a doubting Thomas,

but Mr. John H. Thomas, Legislative Aide to Councilwoman Mar-
ian Tasco, and he is going to read part of her testimony today as

she is trying to get back from Buffalo.

Mr. Thomas.

STATEMENT OF JOHN R THOMAS, LEGISLATIVE AIDE TO
COUNCILWOMAN MARIAN TASCO, PHILADELPHIA, PA

Mr. Thomas. Good morning. Senator Wofford. I would like to

again welcome you to Philadelphia and to Temple University, my
alma mater, as well as Councilwoman Tasco's alma mater.

Councilwoman Tasco is a member of the Philadelphia City Coun-

cil as well as the chairperson of the Committee on Public Health,

Human Services, and Recreation. I am pleased to appear before the

U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources in its for-

mal field hearing to present testimony.

I will attempt to address the topic, solving the urban health care

problem, the role of prevention. In a city where health care is our

most important industry, Philadelphia is one of the meccas of medi-

cal technology and advancement, and yet our urban population has

not consistently been a beneficiary of this extraordinary capacity to

diagnose, treat, and control, if not cure, most health care problems.

We are embarking on a search for a national health plan, as we
should, because for too long, health has been interconnected with

wealth. There are economics of health care that 1 will not venture

to discuss, but Councilwoman Tasco's exploration of Workforce

2000 themes have reflected her concerns for self-sufficiency issues.

It is appropriate for the Senate Labor and Human Resources

Committee to take testimony on health care because the lack of

jobs and training has directly contributed to homelessness, sub-

stance abuse, and an array of mental and physical health prob-

lems, but I would like to suggest to you that greater than the con-

nection l>etween health ana wealth is the connection between

health and hope.
There are studies, for example, that have confirmed that when

black students in New Haven, CT. raised their academic achieve-

ment levels, they experienced validation through self-discoverv'.

Their new-found talents and increased self-resoect afTect^d even

their families, and il was found that the overall health of the com-
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munitdes improved. Dr. James Comer at Yale University conducted

the study.
Let us begin by asking, what is the urban health problem? I say

to you that the problem of urban health care is a lack of hope. You
know that the urban population is minority, poor, uneducated, and

uninsured, underinsurea, or unemployed and uninsured, and more
than likely underserved. In the final analysis, most of them have

no reason to take care of themselves, either don't know how or can-

not navigate the health care system. Why should health matter to

them?
, ...

It is not only a question of access, it is also a question of atti-

tudes. We all know that this is not just a local problem, it is a na-

tional problem, and precisely for that reason it is right for Federal

intervention. And where the Federal government has intervened,

we have found creative and responsive programs.

Our most recent and best health programs have been developed

through local. State, and Federal collaboratives. Quite clearly, they

are models for other local and State governments to follow. What
has been fundamental is that we have developed a new model for

the delivery of services. I believe that the basis is education, out-

reach, and nope.

This is what we have witnessed. The programs have been taken

to the communities that they serve. Professionals have extended

themselves to provide information, services, and activities for the

prospective patients. Then they have listened to what these pa-

tients say they want or need. And finally, they have empowered
these same patients to participate in their own care. Such ap-

proaches create hope by showing communities what opportunities

await healthy families.

Education, outreach, and hope are the cornerstones on which we
can build prevention, and they are the answers to solving the

urban heal& problem. We have programs that prove this.

The first program is the immunization initiative, whose objective

is to immunize 90 percent of our children by age two, because

many of our children were not immunized by age six. The project

has mobilized private doctors, hospitals, and clinics to moniU)r

every child that comes in contact with a health care professional.

The second program is Healthv Start, whose objective was to ad-

dress the infant mortahty, whicn in Philadelphia approaches third

world levels. The goal is to guarantee optimum prenatal and post-

natal care for newborns by engaging mothers within their commu-
nity of the assistance of community support.

But after Healthy Start, we need more Head Start. Then we
should also consider something called Another Start, for those chil-

dren who have been exposed to abuse, neglect, violence, and drugs.

These issues will also respond to a model of education, outreach,

and hope.
The third program, BEBASHI, which stands for Blacks Educat-

ing Blacks About Sexiial Health Issues, has used this model and

combined the mobilization of health professionals with community
outreach. It has singularly done more than any other program to

educate African Americans about AIDS.
I can envision another program which can be developed and im-

plemented along these lines. The community explores how it bene-
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fits when members are healthy, productive, and happy. Further-

more, the community demands that health providers have a vested

interest in their individual physical well-being, so the process al-

ready exists.

Now Councilwoman Tasco reguesta that you. Senator Wofford.

and all the members of the Senate Committee on Labor and

Human Resources, that you use this model of education, outreach,

and hope in a collaborative model between local, State, and Federal

agencies to address three major problems among urban residents:

heart disease, diabetes, and cancer.

Further, she wished to invite the committee to implore the same
strategy used to develop Healthy Start by devising a national com-

petition to create programs to address women s health issues

around family planning, heart disease, and breast cancer. The phi-

losophy of all tnese programs must be to build on the culture of the

community tiiat is being served and to empower the members of

the community to help themselves.

Another example of this is the Philadelphia Black Women's
Health Project, where women are helping other women to realize

their physical, mental, and spiritual potential.

Finally, I would request you to support the Congressional Black

Caucus legislative agenda which addressed most of the concerns of

urban centers such as adolescence health projects, research on obe-

sity, medical coverage for mammographies, pap smears, and grants

for medical and health care graduates who serve economically-dis-

advantaged communities, and Medicaid coverage for substance

abuse treatment.
Thank you for your attention.

Senator WoFFORD. Thank you.

One question to both Senator Williams and to you, Mr. Thomas,

to what extent do you think school-based clinics can play a useful

role and should be expanded? That is one of the ideas that is being

pressed
Mr. Williams. I think that the schools as institutions have real-

ly, for some reason, worn out their usefulness, not that their capac-

ity is not great, but their level of thinking is traditional and not

expansive. So presently, I think that at least in this community,

newer and more creative models that are community based are a

lot more productive, only because the change is hard and school

systems are just like politicians, they are hard to change.

Otherwise, it would be great for that in terms of capacity, and

especially if it would build m a community involvement piece which

they are reluctant to do because they just have that ingrown reluc-

tance. That is my observation. As institutions, it would be great,

but I think that the bureaucracy is sort of stuck in a rut.

Senator WoFFORD. Has there been progress in the West Philadel-

phia schools? A few years ago the West Philadelphia Improvement

Corps started with the idea ot the schools becoming more neighbor-

hood community centers in which the facihties were used by com-

munity-based groups for after-school and Saturday work and

Mr. 'Williams. Senator, let me tell you about that. When I was

young, that is when we did it and that is the way it was It was

very, ver>' vital That is the way that it was. That changed, so that

today—and really, there was some effort to do that It is really no-
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where near what the rule was. And very frankly, some of the ef-

forts that were pointed in that direction, they are good efforts and
some programs nave been terrific that Penn has been involved in

and the Tike. And I have alwavs said, well, what are you guys

doing, because it can't be as gooci as it ought to be.

So I think there are some good programs, but some people run

it sort of close to the vest as well so that there is a new order com-

ing in and it is crazy. There is some good stuff too, but if you don't

locK hands with some of the old war horses that are there doing

the same thing, still doing it, what you are doing is just ignoring

and disrespecting order.

Sk) the capacity is there, I think, in West Philadelphia. It is no-

where near what used to be a viable, enlightened, wide open, very

creative involvement of all the communities, so we have a ways to

go.

Senator Woftord. What about this-

Mr. Williams. That is why President Leacoris is sitting here as

well. The universities in this city are far, far, far from tne input

that they can make on the communities we are talking about and
health in systems. It is almost like a closed door. Temple is an ex-

ception, but whether you are talking about Harmon, Jefferson,

Penn, it is ridiculous. TTieir educational institutions, whose mission

is education, and what we are talking about. Senator, realW is edu-

cation and access, and for some reason tney are afraid to lock

hands as well.

I have chided them on that, and while we are talking, I think

for you as another avenue to get them down to some level of reality

as well. Not that universities don't participate, but it is a throw in

the bucket compared to how it could be.

Senator Wofford. This drive for universal immunization, or Mr.

Thomas said 90 percent vaccination, I am not quite sure why our

goal shouldn't be 100 percent, but how far do we have to go and
now well organized is that program? Are there any lessons from

Philadelphia s progress or problems that would apply to the current

planning for national immunization, universal immunization that

the President has proposed and that is part of the health care task

force assignment?
Mr. Thomas.
Mr. Thomas. Senator Wofford, I am sort of standing in for the

Councilwoman. I don't think I am really qualified to address that.

But I think when Dr. Ross
Senator Wofford. Dr. Ross may.
Mr. Thomas. [Continuing]. Comes up next, he probably can ad-

dress that more fully, having studied that.

Senator WoFFORD. Well, l, for one, am for universal immuniza-
tion. I know it saves $10 for every dollar you invest in it. That has

been the estimate by a lot of people. But it isn't even the cost. It

is what Senator Williams refers to as a moral fact, it seems to me,

that the United States should have universal immunization of chil-

dren. Most major other countries do.

In the Netherlands, at birth you are given a schedule, your par-

ents are given a schedule of the immunization needed. At the set

date, it is followed up by a notice. It is then followed up by a visit,

and thev in fact have sanctions in the Netherlands and they get
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99-point-somethmg universal immunization. There must be a way
for us to do it in this country.

Do either of you want to add anything? I appreciate greatly your

testimony.
Mr. Williams. Yes, while you are talking about that, Senator, I

was just thinking what managed care is all about, and if we could

just relate that to families. When you are talking about universal

immunization for children, it sounds like the children are isolated

from families. It very well may be that those points of contact can

be a program of other points of contact early on for all the prob-

lems you talk about that come later on.

If we are talking about managed and preventative, it seems to

me if we are interested enough to identify children, who are going

to be nothing but grown-up children when they get to adult age,

then if you are going to touch them for any point as a program,

why don't we touch them for all those basic points?

Now I am not going to discuss what those points should be. We
are talking about violence, we are talking about security, we are

talking about family. You know, if you immunize the child whose

father is not working, when then may go into drugs, then you have

an immunized child who grows up in a drug household. But I am
just saying if you are going to care, that is what managed care is

all about.
If you professionals, Doctor, are talking about prevention, I am

just saying unilaterally we can do good programs and we can tie

that into some other kmd of family oriented approach.

Senator WoFFORD. I think we are in your debt for giving us a

strong, better definition of the word "care in managed care.

Mr. WiLUAMS. Thank vou. Senator. I appreciate that. I want to

think I did some work today.

Senator Wofford. If you have more time, you are welcome to

join me over here.

Mr. Williams. Thank you so much. Senator.

Mr. Thomas. Thankvou.
Senator WOFFORD. Thank you very much.
Our third panel, if they would jom us, consists of Shelly Yanoff,

Robert Sorrell, and Robert Ross. Dr. Ross is Commissioner of

Health of the City of Philadelphia. Mr. Sorrell is Executive Director

of the Urban League of Philadelphia. And Shelly Yanoff is Execu-

tive Director of the Philadelphia Citizens for Children and Youth.

First, Shelly Yanoff, the Director of Philadelphia Citizens for

Children and Youth currentlv. She has done many things in this

city. I have been on the track with her. She has invested her pro-

fessional career as an advocate working on issues regarding child

health and welfare and the common good of the Commonwealth of

PennsvlvEinia.

Shelly Yanoff.

STATEMENT OF SHELLY YANOFF, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PHILADELPHIA CITIZENS FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH ROB-
ERT W. SORRELL, EXECUTIVE DIRECrOR, URBAN LEAGUE
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA AND ROBERT ROSS, IVLD. COMMIS-
SIONER OF HEALTH, CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, PA

Ms. Yanoff. Thank you ver>' much, Senator.
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I am glad to be here today to speak for a few minutes about chil-

dren's health issues in Philadelphia as I see them as a child advo-

cate. My comments have as their primary source the lessons

learned in trying to assist thousands of childiren and their families

secure health care and health insurance and assisting schools in

providing eye treatment and glasses for hundreds of students who
nad failed the eye exams 1 year and a year later had not had any

treatment, in watching families go back and forth between doctor,

hospital, and lead-filled home with their lead poisoned children, in

working on several city-wide immunization efforts, in watching

hospitals discharge poor women and their newborns after less than

24 hours because the stay was no longer reimbursable, although so-

cially, societally, and environmentally necessary.

The lessons we learned are that we do know a lot of things that

work, as Elizabeth Schorr told us in "Within Our Reach", but that

some things do not We do know that what looks like a savings can

indeed turn out to be very costly. We do know that if we as a soci-

ety. State, country, or city are to progress in having families seek

and practice preventive health care, we need to, one, make access

easy and understandable; two, simplify the system and systems,

treat family as a whole, and reject the systems that we currently

have that require different eligibilities and providers for children of

different ages; provide the public r^fularly with information about

helping their children stay healthy; support this public and make
it easy for them to act on what you have supposedly taught them;

recognize that preventive health is inextricably tied to community
health, something that Senator Williams was talking about earlier,

that the tiny baby who is saved today in the Temple University

Hospital by medical advances may in fact die within 2 months be-

cause of lack of knowledge, lack of support, lack of heat, lack of

care, lack of hope; make tne services available when and where the

families need them.
There are many programs in Philadelphia which work which try

to build on many of these principles. For instance, there are a vari-

ety of home visiting programs which serve about 1,200 babies a

year. I think actually that is a little overstated, but that combines

all of the program. These infants were considered medically at risk

at birth. The home visits helped them and their mothers navigate

through a difficult first year.

Particularly because of the short hospital stay, particularly be-

cause the majority of women giving birth in this city are the sole

caretakers for their children, particularly because of poverty, drugs,

and all the attendant ills, home visiting should be available and re-

imbursable for all the 30,000 babies that are bom in Philadelphia

every year.

Through this service, parents could be helped to learn to parent,

babies could be assessed for early intervention and other appro-

priate programs, mothers alone would be less isolated and would

be assisted in securing the help thev need, and abuse and neglect

would be prevented. That has been the experience in Hawaii, which

is the only place that has universal home visiting.

The maternal Eind child health program provides support for

about 14,000 women during their pregnanc>-. The program includes
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the variety of outreach efforts which are both pubHcly and pri-

vately funded and provides good care to its patients.

The city's Healthy Start program in West Philadelphia will, I am
sure, have a major impact, primarily because of its community-
based, comprehensive, community-supportive components. But if

we don't build the capacity to serve tnese families, if we don't ex-

pand our hours and sites throughout the city to make it easier for

famihes to obtain preventive care, the health care will not be ap-

propriately utilized.

In spite of many efforts, about 46 j>€rcent of our young children

are not adequately immunized. Here again, we must make it easi-

er. We must have the vaccine available, free, at private as well as

public provider sites, and we must use neighborhood sites, schools,

community centers, day care centers, churches, everything we can

think of where children are so that they can be immunizeo. But we
additionally must have the network to keep track of a child's im-

munization record and get in the touch with the parent, as vou
have just described occurs in other countries, or caretaker wnen
the next immunizations are due.

As with all primary care for children, our clinics, both the cities'

health centers and tne federally quaUfied centers, should be open
on Saturdays and early evenings. We must expand our efforts to

go where the children are, where their families are, where and
when they need them.
We currently do have three school-based clinics in Philadelphia

high schools, one-and-a-half in middle schools, one is just opening,

and one in an elementary school. There are plans to expand these

efforts. They should be encouraged.
In the school-based health clinics in Philadelphia, Senator

Wofford, the schools do not operate the cbnics. Thev are contracted

out to private providers. Many of them are operated by, in fact, the

Federal qualified health centers.

We must be wilhng to provide our teenagers, additionally, with

the information, support, and counseling they need to survive the

threats of AIDS, substance abuse, alcohol addiction, and preg-

nancy. Again, we must make this information, support, training,

counseling, and help available to them where they are to avoid

what is known now as the new morbidity, the violence which
threatens so many of them every day.

There are programs to provide young people with ways to re-

spond to differences other than fighting, with assistance to get

them through their teen years, and these programs should be avail-

able in every neighborhood in cities across this land. The Federal

Government, the State government, the city government should re-

ward and support the clinics, the recreation centers, the schools

which take the services to where the children are.

We have several programs which demonstrate positive results in

these difficult morbidity issue areas. We are learning more ever>'

day. But all the programs are small, they are all preaous, they are

not being what pilots should be. The Federal Government needs to

maximize those.

In this atv, as in many others, whole communities are being

traumatized by the plague of vnolence. We need to look Lo develop

programs to cope v^nth the effect.s of that violence even as we try
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to decrease its prevalence. Some of our schools have developed such

programs, but our communities are primarily eoing it alone.

Last week, in a community meeting in North Philadelphia, a

woman pointed to a child that she had brought and she said, he
sits next to a child whose whole family has been shot in the last

6 months. There is no commimity effort to deal with the trauma
of community that is being impacted by these negative, horrible

events. What she said, and I want to quote it, it was so eloquent,

she said, we need to put the community back into community men-
tal health centers. I think that is a real lesson. It started out that

way and it is not there.

A word about lead poisoning. About 65,000 children in Philadel-

phia are at risk of lead poisoning. The Centers for Disease Control,

the American Association of Pediatrics tell us that all our young
children should have annual lead screens. The city's laboratory,

which processes an overwhelming number of lead screens, the over-

whelming majority, is way behind and we are not screening two-

thirds of those chilaren now.
We have not been successful in Philadelphia, in Pennsylvania, in

securing Medicaid reimbursements for home inspections in this re-

gion, although there are regions in the West and the South in

which that has been approved. We would urge support in that ef-

fort.

There are more than 2,000 homes in Philadelphia right now
where we know the children have been diagnosed with lead poison-

ine and they are waiting for the city to abate them—2,000.

Although lead is considered the most serious known widespread

child heSth hazard, little research on solutions is being pursued.

We at Philadelphia Citizens for Children and Youth convene a coa-

lition to fight lead poisoning. We have several programs to educate

the public to prevent it We work extensively with the city's health

department to try to come up with new ideas and new programs,
but the problem is too big for any city, any county, or State.

Last year, a bill to taxlead batteries was introduced in Congress,

the proceeds from which were to ^ to respond to this silent epi-

demic. We urge you to consider this approach to prevent the wast-

ed lives caused by lead exposure.
Finally, some comments about the system. Children should be

presumptively eligible for health care. States should not be penal-

ized for providing care to children whose family income turned out

later on to be slightly over the bmit. States should, however, lose

funds for not complying with Congressional mandates. Out-station-

ing is a prime example. We still do not have active out-stationing

in Philadelphia or Pennsylvania. There is a small experiment at

Temple, however.
We must stop creating barriers to care and then criticizing peo-

ple for not jumping through the hoops. We can and must do better.

In North Philadelphia, in Manchua, and in Germantown, PCCY
has been working to develop a child health outreach safety net. We
have learned many things. One, it is extremely difficult for people

to understand and therefore secure appropriate health care for

their children. The systems build on each other and they have a

lot of different eligibility requirements. Our families do move in

and out of eligibility for Medicaid and for other programs fre-
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quentlv, and our systems are not flexible enoxogh most of the time
to deal with these transitions.
Sometimes managed care presents a problem itself as a barrier

because families move back and forth and no longer can get the
care or can get to the care that they had originally signed up for.

We have learned that the rules are often so complex that the gov-

ernment itself doesn't know its own. We have been training a lot

of government workers on what those rules are.

We urge the Federal Government to shape a system which sup-
ports famiUes, which strengthens the capacity of the systems to

provide care to them, which encourages in a variety of strategies

primary health care providers, particularly pediatricians, obstetri-

cians, family practitioners, to practice and to practice in urban
areas.
We urge the communities which do develop successful programs

to maximally immunize their children, which provide more preven-
tive care, which strengthen the efforts of families and communities
to indeed do what we want them to do. We urge the Federal Gov-
ernment to reward them, to use some incentives for the extra ef-

forts.

We at PCCY thank you for this opportunity and look forward to

working with you on behalf of children. Thank you.
Senator Wofford. Thank you, and I will save my questions until

all three on this panel have made their presentations.
Robert Sorrell is the Executive Director of the Urban League of

Philadelphia, which has just recently done and published a most
remarkable report. He is going to tell us some of the findings of it

and make other comments, wnidi I have had the chance to have
a little advance notice of.

If you would start, I will be right back as soon as you get started.

Mr. Sorrell. OK. Well, thanks for the opportunity.
First^ about the ""State of Black Philadelphia Report", for 10

years tne Urban League has put together a report which we call

the "State of Black Philadelphia Report". It is an assessment of

how well the African-American community is doing on a variety of

issues. For the last 3 years, there has been a theme associated with
the report This year, the theme of the report was health. We
thought that was timely. In fact, the subtitle is "Prescribing an Ef-

fective Health Care Agenda for our Community^.
This is really put together as a volunteer effort. There are 12 au-

thors who are professionals. They come from backgrounds in the

medical profession, from insurance, from a variety of disciplines all

contained in the health care arena.
And from that, we glean a perspective on what the health status,

the conditions are within the African-American community, which

is our primary concern. So the report is heavy on statistics and
data which give us the background, but in addition to that, we ask
each of the authors to give us the recommendations, what do we
do about it, how can we make the quality of Ufe or how can we
make the system work better?

So we are very proud to have had that experience. In addition

to having a press conference on this, we also had a health forum
which was held at Communit>' College—before I said Community
College, I looked at Dr. Leacons, it wasn't personal—we held that
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at Community Colleee. In addition to having our authors, of which
Dr. Ross is one, ana that is one paper I don't have to talk about,

we had a couple hundred individuals who came to talk about their

experience with the health care delivery system and we learned

some things from that. "Riere were just a number of recurring

themes that we think are very, very important, some of which you
have heard today.

I had hoped to present you with a copy of the report, Senator
Wofford, but the weather and our printer did not cooperate. I can
do something about the printer, but not the weather, but we will

make sure that you get a copy of that
Senator WOFFORD. And we look forward to putting excerpts, if

not all of it, in the record of this hearing, with your permission.

Mr. SoRRELL. Oh, that is exactly what it is for. We want to have
as many people take a look at it as possible. It is a perspective, and
I think we have a perspective on what the problems are and also

what the solutions may be.

Overall, I would like to applaud your efforts too^and I won't

read this testimony, I will give you a copy of it. Much of it you have
heard, in terms of the horror stories and the statistics, and there
are some real horror stories out there. I applaud vour effort to re-

form tJie health system, but I think you have really taken on Goli-

ath in your efforts to do so.

There are a number of stakeholders in this system. There is an
awful lot of money involved, so I don't think reform is going to be
easy. Our bottom line in the report is that we said we don't believe

that the African-American community can wtiit until there is re-

form in the system, and in fact there are some things that can be
done locally to have some impact upon the problem.
The problem is much like the problem of how you eat an ele-

phant. Everybody knows that you eat an elephant one bite at a

time, and we need more bites to be taken out of the elephant.
One of the things that Ehr. Thad Mathis, who is from Temple

University, pointed out is that health care is a commodity in this

country. It is traded on the basis of the ability to pay. And as lone
as that is true, some people are going to have more access to health
care than others, based upon their ability to pay, notwithstanding
health care reform.
And so given that, there are some things that we believe that can

happen within the African-American community that can have an
impact upon some of the problems that are very, very dramatic,
problems such as infant mortality, prenatal care, something that,

of course, Dr. Ross talks about in his paper, problems of AIDS and
alcoholism, even violence.

Many of these diseases or conditions having an impact upon be-

havior, we believe can have an impact upon the problems. You can
have an impact upon AIDS if you can change behaviors, or we
heard people say over and over in our health care forum a couple

of things. One is people don't have the information, and you say,

my GoQ, with all of the talk that is going on, how could they not

receive the information? There is a program that is implemented
in the citv by Independence Blue Cross, the Caring Program, which
provides health care to infants, and we heard people say, we didn't

know anvlhing about that.
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So there is a message. I think we have to develop more mes-
sengners and also maybe look at the message and how you get the

information to people alx)ut the things that already exist and how
do we get more people to utilize the things that are available? We
heard uiat time ana time again, and maybe you also have to take

a look at the messengers in addition to the message.
The concept, and Dr. Thurmond Edmonds was one of the authors

in this year's report, and he talked about instead of focusing on ill-

ness that maybe we have to change that around and start to talk

to more people about wellness. Again, behavior modification can
have some impact on some of the problems that we face.

Another recurring theme was that we have extensive networks
within the African-American community that often are not in-

volved, and they are not invited to be involved, in either the public

policy formulation nor the planning nor the implementation. In

many cases, we don't have to reinvent the wheel. We need more in-

clusion.

1 know Senator Hardy Williams talked about inclusion. I think

that is accurate. There are things that are there that are working
and we need to build upon those and have more inclusion, because
there are some people in neighborhoods who know. I mean, they
know because they are there, they have been providing services,

but they know the neighborhoods, and I think you have to utilize

that in trying to have some impact
I am very, very optimistic. I have seen Philadelphia do some

things that have made a difference. The Philadelphia mortgage

f>lan, for example, is a plan that has had an impact upon providing
oans to people who normally would not be able to get loans in

order to purchase housing. The Convention and Business Bureau
MAC committee, which has had an impact upon tourism in the city

of Philadelphia. I mean, Senator Williams talked about HMA. They
have a citizens' advisory committee which has had some impact.

When we bring stakeholders to the table and have them have a

sincere dialogue and challenge them to come up with approaches

that have impact, we have been able to do so in the cit>' of Phila-

delphia. The problem is getting players at the table, and since

there are a lot of stakeholders in ^is industry, that is going to re-

quire, I think, a big effort but it is something that can be done.

We challenged ourselves within the Urban League that we are

going to try and do that, try and bring stakeholders to the table

to sit down and to decide and make a commitment to have an im-

pact upon something, and there are a lot of somethings to have an

impact on.

I mean, why can't we set a goal for ourselves in the city of Phila-

delphia while you are working on health care reform that we are

going to do something about infant mortalit>'? We are going to do

something about making sure that the pregnant women get access

to prenatal care, and the issue is how much can the hospitals do,

how much can the doctors do, how much can the msurance compa-
nies do, but they can do something, and that was the whole

premise behind the Philadelphia mortgage plan. The banks had to

do something. Other stakeholders have to do something They
haven't eaten the whole elephant, but they have taken a bite out

of iL
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I think that we have to do that while we talk about reform. I am
not sure what Hillary's bottom line is going to be and what you are

going to be able to ao in the short run, and so in the short run I

think locally we have to have some initiatives that hold some prom-

ise and that will have an impact, and that will be putting the var-

ious stakeholders together at the table in order to try and have

that impact
, , . t,,^ ., . i

We are optimistic because when this has occurred m Philadel-

f)hia, we have been able to have some impact In fact, we would

ike to have your assistance in making sure that we get stakehold-

ers to the table. There is an awful lot of money, as you have heard

before, being made in this industry, and I think it is time to chal-

lenge those who are making a living and making a lot of money to

put something back as we challenge corporations and universities

and all other citizens to put somethmg back.

I think that while it won't solve the problem, it can lead to some

innovations. It can lead to an impact on some of the problems and

it may develop some models so that when we do nave reform,

maybe some of these initiatives can hold a promise to have some

additional impact.
Let me stop there and I will wait to answer any questions that

you have. But I am very excited. I think the history in Philadel-

phia, the hardest part is getting past the initial stage of putting

stakeholders at the table. Once you get them to the table, you can

have some impact on these problems that we face in the health

arena. Thank you. , t>i ^

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sorrell and the State of Black

Philadelphia Report Executive Summary appear in the appendix,

the full report is retained in the files of the committee.]

Senator Wofford. Thank you. I was impressed looking over your

written testimony and even more so right now. We will put the full

written testimony in the record too, and I will have some questions

after we hear from Dr. Ross.

But let me say, I enthusiastically ioin you in the proposition that

there is no need to wait for nationaJ reform to do what we can do.

It is within our own reach. And I am tired, actually, of hearing

about Rochester and Minneapolis and cities that have pulled to-

gether to take a lot of action. We have lots of things going in Phila-

delphia that we are hearing about this morning, and if we hear a

little bit this morning, it is the tip of the iceberg of things under-

way in Philadelphia.
but it seems to me that not only should you not wait for national

legislation, you will help promote that legislation and make it bet-

ter, and then when it comes about make use of it fulW if you find

the ways and means of pulhng the stakeholders ana the powers

that be from the community and private forces in the health care

field in Philadelphia together for a Philadelphia plan that is a

model for the Nation. That will be a major contribution, and I

would love to work with you in seeing what we can do in that re-

Dr. Ross is the Commissioner of Health for the Cit>- of Philadel-

phia and on other public forums has enlightened me and pointed

the way and I look forv.ard to heanng from you too today. Bob

Ross.
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Dr. Ross.

Dr. Ross. Thank you very much, Senator. I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to be here as well as hearing some of the excellent testimony

this morning. I don't know how much more I can add, but I will

keep my remarks brief.

One of the things I do want to just mention, on the issue of im-

munization, you pose a very good question. I don't know why the

immunization goal is 90 percent, quite frankly. It is a Federal goal

that came out of some F«ieral bureaucrat's office, and I don't know
why we don't have as a vision complete success in that regard.

I am quite certain that when Ronald Reagan was President or

when Nixon was (Resident and he talked about the goal of having

a secure defense of this country, he never would have said, our goal

is to have 90 percent success against attack from the Soviet Union.

So I don't know why we settle tor 90 percent as a goal.

But be that as it may, from here on in, let us say that we are

shooting for 100 percent in the dty of Philadelphia.

As the health care debate intensifies. Senator, I am troubled that

the attention has been focused largely on two areas, cost control

and access. These two areas of emphasis are critically important

and necessary, but insufficient The third piece, of course, is the

role of prevention.
We are entering the final major turning point in public health in

this century, and this turning point is known as health promotion,

where health knowledge translates into real and definitive changes
in behavior.

If you think about it, just sit back and look at the long history

of man's quality of life on this planet. Man has inhabited this plan-

et for maybe about 10,000 years or so and what is truly remark-

able, when you think about it, is that in the last 90 years, which
represents about one percent or so of the time that man has been

on this planet, health care advances have p>€rmitted the average

human being, at least in industrialized countries, to increase his or

her lifespan by 50 percent, so that the typical United States citizen

bom in the year 1900 Hved around 50 years and the typical United

States citizen bom today will live 75 years or more. That is an as-

tonishing amount of progress in a very short period of time.

The first major turning point—I wouldn't call it a revolution,

that might be too strong a term—occurred in the first couple of dec-

ades of this century, has greatly improved sanitation, plumbing,

and hygiene. It accounted for a decrease in many communicable

diseases like cholera.

The next major turning point, which I think would qualify as a

revolution, took place from the mid-1940's to the early-1960's with

the development of antibiotics and modem vaccines so that dis-

eases Uke polio, diphtheria, and pertussis disappeared or nearly

disappeared and diseases like pneumonia became treatable enti-

ties.

The top killers today, if you look at the top ten list of leading

killers, are lifestyle diseases. Heart disease, stroke, cirrhosis, em-

physema, suicide, homicide, AIDS, motor vehicle accidents, and

even some cancers are all preventable throu^ the adoption of

healthy behavnor.
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The problem is a fundamental problem for United States health

professionals, is that our track record in affecting behavioral

changes has been spotty at best and generally poor. Conversely,

our track record in techinological advancement has been outstand-

The classic example, of course, is cigarette smoking. In 1927, an

article in the British Medical Journal "Lancet" linked tobacco use

to lung cancer. The United States Surgeon General declared smok-

ing bad for one's health in 1962. In 1992, we began to see bona fide

changes in societal attitudes and behaviors about tobacco use, with

its restaurants, airplanes, office buildings, or university settings. In

other words, as far as tobacco use is concerned, it took the medical

profession 65 years to get from point A to point B from the stand-

point of changing behavior.
, , , •

The reality is that aggressive price controls and a health msur-

ance card for every American will not solve our health care crisis.

Universal health care access will not alter addiction to tobacco,

crack cocaine, or alcohol, nor will it convince a young woman that

prenatal care or timely immunizations is critically important for

her child.

Emphasis on the three Fs, as I call them, constitute this impor-

tant turning point in health care of the 20th century: prevention,

primary care, and public health. All three of these important as-

pects in health care underscore and advance the importance of be-

navior and lifestyle in achieving good health. Unlike magnetic reso-

nance imagine or coronary angioplasty, they are blue collar voca-

tions in the United States health care business, they are relatively

cheap, they are labor intensive, and they are not very sexy.

How do we get into the end zone on the field of prevention? Con-

sider a few of these not so magic bullets. One is, and we are begin-

ning to see some national attention on this front but we need to

be a bit more aggressive here, and that is a moratorium on produc-

ing physician specialists. Let us produce more primary care practi-

tioners by imposing a differential tuition and loan forgiveness

structure on medical students.

Part B of that is to make prevention in medical education sexy

or attractive, and if this fails, make it mandatory.

Third is to enlist Madison Avenue in the battle to promote

healthy behavior. Public health is being mercilessly slaughtered by

RJ. Reynolds, Coors, and other corporate entities in the marketing

of unhealthy behavior. In 1992, the tobacco industo' spent $4 bil-

lion to promote their products; public health spent $100 million to

prevent it.

Next, and that is the categorical funding of programs in public

health, which lead to narrow categorical approaches in the center.

Hardy Williams touched on this in his comments. This may come
somewhat as biting the hand that feeds us. We get money for lead

poisoning, we get money for TB, we get money for immunizations,

we get money for AIDS. However, what happens as a result of this

categorical funding, and we have to spend that exactly as it comes

from Washington, is that we end up treating diseases rather than

families and we treat germs rather than people. There must be

committed Federal leadership on comprehensive approaches rather

than the disease-of-the-montn approach that we now have.
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Finally, a note about everyone's favorite buzzword and that is

managed care. Managed care is neither a panacea nor a cure. Just
like playing a musical instrument or preparing a meal, it can be
done badly or it can be done well. Remember that there is a built-

in incentive in managed care not to see the patient. The check
comes in the mail every month even if the patient doesn't, so man-
aged care providers must be judged on the basis of immunization
rates, lead poisoning screenings, and adequacy of prenatal care vis-

its. 'This is of particular importance in Medicaid managed care,
which will sweep Philadelphia and the Nation to follow.

Emphasizing prevention, finally, in the United States health care
system is counterintuitive to the industry. Unfortunately, effective

communication and health empowerment of the individual are not
billable services. The challenge is how do we make these items im-
portant and veiT real, and I think that I will again echo Senator
Williams' remarks. I think we do have a contingent of very commit-
ted, risk-taking, smart folks in the citv of Philadelphia.

I know sitting here at Temple, ana I have had a number of dis-

cussions with Vice President Leon Malamud at Temple, and we are
talking about how do we create a partnership in terms of primary
care and public health between the health department and Temple
University, and I am not sure what that partnership is going to

look like but we are going to have one. We are going to work to-

gether in terms of working with our health centers to make sure
that primary care and prevention is improved and enhanced with
our health centers.

So with that, I am open to any questions that you may have, and
thank you for this opportunity to testify.

Senator Wofford. Thanks to all three of you.
I just want to test out one idea that our Governor put forth with

a little controversy about a week ago. To deal with the problem of

getting people into preventive and primary care and serving under-
served areas, rural and inner city, he suggested that along with
strong measures to control costs across ^e whole board, very
strong measures, there should be strong measures to get youne
doctors at the beginning of their career in serving underservea
areas, and he said instead of just having incentives, ne would con-

dition aid to going through school to a couple of years or more in

serving in unaerserved areas.

Have you had experience with, what is it, the medical service

corps
Dr. Ross. Yes, the National Service Corps?
Senator Wofford. [Continuing]. The national health corps?
Dr. Ross. In fact

Senator WoFFORD. And what would you do to expand it, if any-

thing?

Dr. Ross. In fact, let me cite two examples. One is myself and
one is a friend of mine who is now the State health commissioner
in Texas.

In training at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, which is

a tertiary care-oriented institution, aces also provide good commu-
nity pediatrics and ambulatory pediatrics, but in the academic
meidical training setting, there is no question that what is sex>

about medical training are the tertian^' care and subspecialty prac-
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tices, intensive care medicine, emergency medicine, critical care

medicine, cardiothorasic surgery. There is a lot of high tech, there

are a lot of buttons, a lot of bri^t lights, a lot more money.
It has been (Ufficult, I think, given that setting, to turn young

physicians on or physicians in training onto how exciting primary
care and preventive medicine can be.

The turning point for me came when I had to, I was obligated

to, provide 3 years paying back the Federal Government on a Na-
tional Health Service Corps obligation in Camden, and that was a
very exciting aspect of care for me. But by the time I finished my
medical training at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, I was
pretty certain tiiat I was going to go into either intensive care med-
icine or emergency room medicine. That is what just seemed attrac-

tive to me.
And ditto for a friend of mine, David Smith, who hated primary

care medicine while he was at ambulatory pediatrics while he was
at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia, knew as soon as he fin-

ished his National Service Corps obligation he was going to go back
to the academic setting and go into tertiary care, and he has since

then gone into public health and is now a terrific State health com-
missioner in Texas, very committed to community-based primary
care.

So I don't know whether you do it by the carrot or by the stick,

but I think that every young physician in training has got to be ex-

posed to what it is Uke to work in a community, to work with the
Greater Philadelphia Health Action, to work with the district

health center, to see what it is like to work with the neighborhood
organization to advance a lead poisoning project or an immuniza-
tion project or a prenatal care project, and it can be very gratifying.

It is challenging, and it goes beyona the rather sanitized techno-

logical advancements that we used to.

Senator WoFFORD. You all three have, I think, conveyed to us
how vital it is that part of the solution come from people upward
rather than from programs downward, from the sense of individual

responsibility that Robert Sorrell stressed, and Shelly YanofT was
pointing out that it isn't all going to come from people going out

from some bureaucracy to do immunization. Parents ana families

need to come in to get the immunization.
Do any one of you want to add anything more on the aspect of

the individual and individual responsibihty for health that could

transform a great part of the problem, if we know how to do the

education of our parents and of our citizens that would produce
that kind of individual responsibility?

Who would like to comment on that?

Ms. YanofF. I think. Senator Wofford, that the only thing 1

would like to say is to underscore that the system has to be hos-

pitable to the families and it has to help them. It has to be there

when they need it.

It seems to me that particularly with poor people and poor fami-

lies is that it is more interesting to talk about the sticks than the

carrots. Why shouldn't we have immunization sites regularly in

schools? I mean, when are we going to have the network that has
been promised, it seems, for a ver>' long time so that there can be

a system if you get your immunization at one point, your first im-
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munization, or before you leave the hospital as a newborn, there

should be a call in, there should be a way of notifying people, an

outreach worker if it doesn't work to go and send the card and if

you haven't made contact.

I just think the system has to be there in order for there to be

a community and system partnership, and I think part of that is

capacity and part of that is commitment
Mr, SORRELL. I would just like to reemphasize that without

teaching individuals, individual responsibility, you leave big holes,

I think, in the system ultimately. Ultimately, your health becomes

your responsibility and there is a system there to service, to assist,

to support, but if we can prevent more people from going into the

system or spending more time in the system, it seems to me that

that has some impact upon cost but also improves the quality of

life for the indivicfuals. The issue is how do you get that. That is

a long-term project, understandably, but I think it is a long-term

project that we need to venture into.

I think Dr. Ross' example about what Madison Avenue spends on

the other side, I mean, there are some forces out there that have

to be combatted and maybe particularly focused at young people

and maybe some older people also. But without a counter, we have

young people who believe that, if they are like my 14-^ear-old, that

they are going to hve forever and Uiat, of course. Genesis began

witn them. We have to turn some of that around.

I would like to focus as a first effort on maybe one or two things.

Let us see if we can take a bite out of one or two things before we

move to trying to cover the battlefield, and I don't know whether

or not that is prenatal care, maybe that is a focus. But I think if

we could do that, there is nothing like success and I think you

could start to build upon that

It is just getting, I think, the players at the table to say, what

can we agree on as a good first effort and utilize the resources at

our disposal, whether or not they are insurance companies, wheth-

er or not they are community-based clinics or community-based

health care delivery systems. Just use what is at our disposal and

see if we can't, because a lot of what we are hearing are diseases

where the behavior can have some impact on, so why not?

Senator WoFFORD. Anything further, Robert?

Dr. Ross. No, I just think we should take up Mr. Sorrell s chal-

lenge. I think right now we are at an opportune moment in that

we nave some folks in the White House that are committed to child

health and to immunizations. We know that there has been a chal-

lenge issued by the President on the issue of national service and

higher education
Senator WoFFORD. And that it be focused on children, immuniza-

tion, children's health

Dr. Ross. Exactly, and the challenge for us right now is— 1 mean,

I would hke to assume, although I hope I am wrong, I would like

to assume that if not one extra dollar came to the city of Philadel-

phia for health care from Washin^n than what we have now how

do we get to 100 percent immunizations'' And what is the role of

the university communit>', not just Temple Universitv School of

Medinne or University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, what is

the role of academic 'institutions as soldiers in making sure that
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every kid is immunized? How does that work? How could we make
that work? What could we do in Philadelphia about that? And once
you get that victory in your pocket, then you go to the next one.

So that is where nop)€mlly the Philadelphia with a wealth of aca-

demic institutions and higher education institutions and medical
schools and hospitals, how can we work the city health department
to make sure that every kid is immimized, and I think that is one
of the things we are trying to do now.
Senator WOFFORD. One of the things that gives me hope is that

not only is a sense of crisis as to the overall costs and overall inad-

equacy of preventive health care systems in the field of health in

America spreading at the national level, and the ground for action

coming at the national level, but all around this country and all

around this commonwealth, as you are showing around this city,

people are rising up to deal with the issue of health.

I can't tell you how encouraging it is to see cities from Erie to

Philadelphia begin to say, we cant wait, and as cities do that, as

communities do that. As people come together, it will throw light

on what we need in the national level in the piiblic health field in

preventive medicine.
I think a role I want to help play in the next months, and this,

as you say, is not going to be over, this issue, until we get a good
American system of health care for everybody that is affordable
and focused on preventive and primary care, we can't rest content
and I am not going to rest content. But I think combining what is

coming up from communities and neighborhoods and local institu-

tions and the response in the national level gives us the chance to

really change our system of health care for the better.

Temple University's television coverage of this, I appreciate
greatly, and it has about run out in terms of their first tape.

We will be here to talk to some of the people that would like to

pursue these questions further who have been patiently listening.

This is just the first of a number of hearings that I will be taking
around Pennsylvania and the first of many stops in Philadelphia,
and I look forward to working with the witnesses we have had
today and with others who could have given us testimony today to

turn the right of affordable health care with a major emphasis on
preventive and primary care into a reality in this city, in this com-
monwealth, and in this country.

Thank you.

[The appendix follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. FREDERIC KAUFFMAN, DIRECTOR, EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICES. TEMPLE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

INTROnUCTION

Good morning Senator Wofford, distinguished guests, and

members of the Temple University family. My name is Dr.

Frederic Kauffman. I am the Director of Emergency Medical

Service at the Temple University Hospital. I am Board Certified

in Emergency Medicine and Internal Medicine and hold the

academic rank of Associate Professor of Medicine at the Temple

University Medical School. My home is in Rosemont,

Pennsylvania where I reside with my wife and three children.

TPMPIF UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL - A PROFILE

Temple University Hospital is a 504 bed Academic Medical

Center located in North Central Philadelphia. Annually we

provide care to approximately 17,000 inpatients with 36

percent of those admissions entering through our Emergency

Room, many the result of violent trauma. We deliver 2,400

infants each year, approximately 60 percent of whom are born

to high risk mothers and 15 percent have documented cocaine

breakdown products in their urine. Our Medicare case mix index

is 1.84 this indicating an acutely ill population. In the

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania there are only 8 other

institutions with a case mix index greater than Temple. We are

currently the fourth busiest heart transplant center in the

Country.

Temple was officially recognized by the Federal District

Court of Eastern Pennsylvania as a low cost academic medical
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center. We provide more indigent and trauma care than any

other single institution in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

Unlike most institutions, 59 percent of Temple's trauma cases

are related to attempted homicides. We receive no direct

financial funding from the State or County in support of our

public mission. During the fiscal year which ended June 30,

1992 we provided approximately $12,000,000 of free and

underreimbursed care and we are designated as a super

disproportionate share hospital under the Medicare Program.

Temple University Hospital is truly a safety net institution

providing critical access to healthcare for an often underserved

population.

A TYPICAL SHIFT IN TEMPLE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL'S
EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT

Senator Wofford, my principal purpose today is to address

the impact on Temple's Emergency Room from a lack of

sufficient primary and preventative care in the North Philadelphia

area.

Urban Emergency Medicine represents a tremendous medical

challenge for all levels of healthcare staff. However, such a

professional challenge is not without periods of extreme

emotional and physical stress. What makes this area of medical

delivery system so professionally stressful is the unpredictability

of the demands for our services. A typical Friday night in the

Temple University Hospital Emergency Room will bring 6 or 7

trauma cases most the result of attempted homicides and other

violent crimes.
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Drug deals gone bad commonly result in victims arriving in

rapid succession, and placing immediate stress on not only

emergency room staff, but throughout the Hospital. Neuro-

surgeons may be needed immediately for a victim of a gunshot

wound to the head. The baseball bat victim often needs the not

only the Trauma Team (for injuries such as ruptured spleens and

lacerated livers), but also Orthopedic Surgery {for broken arms

and legs) and Neurosurgery (for intracranial hemorrhage).

While such lifesaving care is being delivered, throngs of less

emergent patients gather in the emergency area. Once the

immediate emergencies have been stabilized, the staff can begin

to attend to the patients in the waiting room.

The patient with a seizure disorder is evaluated, knowing

nothing about his/her past medical workup, taking unknown

medications, abusing alcohol, and unaware of the last time

he/she visited a doctor. The emergency physician is left with no

meaningful information; subsequent evaluation is costly; clinical

workups are unknowingly duplicated.

Poor access to quality primary care, coupled with the social

ills of urban society, represent a potentially deadly combination.

Totally avoidable problems may rear their head upon

presentation to the emergency depaament. The young pregnant

woman who abuses cocaine arrives 8 months pregnant with no

prenatal care, m active labor and bleeding. She suffers from

placental abruption, a complication of cocaine abuse, and

requires emcgeni managemen: from obstetrical staff if she and

her premature baby are Tc survive
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Recently, the following true life scenario occurred during an

evening shift at Temple University Hospital. The Emergency

Department was filled to capacity; all acute care beds were in

use with the exception of the bed reserved for victims of serious

trauma. The waiting room for non critical patient care was also

full. Without warning a victim of a drug deal gone bad arrived in

critical condition with a gunshot wound to the leg; Temple's

Level I Trauma System was activated. Within minutes a second

patient was dropped off by his "friend"; the patient had suffered

a near respiratory arrest due to a heroin overdose. Later, a third

victim of an intentional self-inflicted overdose arrived, lethargic

and in need of emergency airway management. Moments later

a fourth victim of a serious motor vehicle accident was brought

in by fire rescue; once again the Trauma System was activated.

All four of these patients required emergent and highly

sophisticated medical management. All four patients arrived

within the span of fifteen minutes Stressful'-yes; unusual? -

no.

WHEN PRIMARY PREVENTATIVE HEALTH CARE FAILS:

IMPACT ON AN URBAN EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT

Not all care provided by urban emergency depanments is as

graphic and emotionally draining as that noted above. Despite

the results of inner-city violence, social ills and substance abuse

some patients seek nonurgent care through emergency

department systems. In essence, emergency depanments in the

inner-city run two types of practices;

a) acute, emergent care often necessitated by the violent and
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poverry stricken inner-city social fabric; and b) primary medical

care in the community. The implications of this type of

nonurgent primary medical care delivery in a busy, overcrowded

emergency department are predictable:

• noncritical patients wait mordinantly long hours before

receiving medical care

• patients become frustrated and angry

• many ultimately leave before evaluation, the wait and

suffering having become too great

• physicians become anxious and worried about the patients

building up in the waiting rooms; are some of them sicker

than initially appreciated at the time of triage'

It must also be emphasized that urgent and emergent care

many times is necessitated by the failings of community primary

care preventative measures. Several classic examples exist.

Several years ago a major measles epidemic broke out m

Philadelphia. Children who had not received routine

immunizations contracted the disease; some of them died.

Basic preventative care of the well patient would have

prevented the need for future emergent care. Likewise, a

common emergency depaament patient is the individual with an

acute flair of asthma having been precipitated by noncompliance

with appropriate medical regimens. The sense of shortness of

breath is unpleasant for anyone; primary patient education

would serve to inform the patient that medical compliance is

necessary even when the patient feels well if emergency visits
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for wheezing and shortness of breath are to be avoided.

In addition, an unfortunate burden of managed care rests by

default on the emergency department, the very site which

willingly and by law evaluates every patient which comes

through the doors. The patient comes to the emergency

department for a non-emergent problem because in many cases

timely access to primary care is not delivered; the primary care

physician "ok's" the visit; ultimately the patient is evaluated and

discharged by the emergency department staff. Lastly, in the

retrospective evaluation of the visit by utilization staff of the

insurer, payment is denied to the emergency department, with

the claim that the visit was not an emergency. The site where

service can ultimately be obtained when all else fails ends up

receiving the penalty for providing the care not available through

primary care avenues. One additional and unfortunate scenario

also exists; all too often the primary care provider is unable or

unwilling to provide meaningful background medical information

to the emergency department medical staff that otherwise

would allow for a more efficient and cost effective evaluation to

take place.

So what is needed to address the care of the nonurgent

patient' The answer goes well beyond simply increasing the

number of primary care physicians in the urban setting. Timely

access to quality care is mandatory. Adequate numbers of

physicians will not guarantee this, nor will ready access in and

of Itself Access without quality is a charade, and alleviates no
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pressure from the emergency depanment. Patients seek out

quality care; when denied, they will ultimately return to the one

location where they will be granted quality care regardless of

complaint. In order for inner-city emergency depaaments to be

relieved of this burden readily accessible primary care of high

medical standards must be available within the community.

TFMPLE'S RPSPONSE TO THESE ISSUES

Temple University Hospital and Temple University School of

Medicine have anempted to take a proactive approach to the

issues of primary and preventative urban health care. Several

programs have been developed m an attempt to ease the burden

on emergency services, to provide preventative care so as to

prevent illness before it starts, and to provide quality primary

medical care staff to the community. These programs include

the following:

1 . Walk In Care Center - This nonurgent care center is

designed as a fast-track system to provide quality

medical care to those patients who present to the

emergency depaament but who do not need emergent

care. Recruitment and retention of personnel for this

Center has been difficult. Many medical professionals

simply do not want to work m a primary care setting in

such close proximity to the results of urban violence.

2. TIPPS ProQfam - With the help of the William Penn

Foundation this outreach program to women with high

risk pregnancies seeks to identify potential

complications c? pregnancy early on. thereby
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establishing an opportunity to lower infant morbidity

and mortality. Ongoing in-home and in-office

evaluation optimizes pre-natal care and helps prevent

the disasters which all too often occur when a young

mother shows up for the first time to the medical

system, in active labor and about to deliver.

Preliminary results have indicated that the program is

having a positive impact through increasing birth

weights.

3. Primary Care Network Development - Temple University

Hospital is a founding member of the Health Paaners

Health Maintenance Organization whose mission is to

bring a coordinated managed care delivery network to

the Medical Assistance population. Health Partners has

been in existence since 1985 and currently serves over

50,000 individuals. Temple has recruited the largest

single share of those subscribers numbering 9,200 as

of February, 1993. Temple acr^ieved this enrollment

through forming partnerships with those area

physicians that were able to successfully meet our

credentialing requirements. To date we have 23

primary care sites and are looking to further expand this

access through forming similar pannerships with the

City of Philadelphia's Health Districts which are in

Temple's service area Equally impoaant, Health

Partners does outreach in two areas (1) substance

addiction education for children 3 through 8 and
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(2) education on the importance of pre and postnatal

care.

4. Institute of Primary Carg - Temple University School

of Medicine recognizes the need to train highly skilled

physicians dedicated to the field of Primary Care

Medicine. Temple's Institute of Primary Care

introduces all medical students to the challenges and

rewards of primary care during the student's first year

of medical school. Relationships are established with

dedicated Primary Care Physicians who serve not only

to teach basic clinical skills to the student, but who
also serve as role models for the student searching for

his/her niche m the field of medicine.

It must be stated, however, that quality medical school

education will only go so far in influencing one's

specialty, if quality Primary Care Physicians are to be

recruited and developed in meaningful numbers, they

will have to be well paid, and educational loans dealt

with so that financial viability will be feasible withm

their chosen career pathway, it will do no good to turn

on students to the challenge of Primary Care if personal

financial viability is not possible.

Temple recognizes the merit of the above programs, and

strives to serve the local urban community via solid clinical

programs based on clinical excellence One final fact must

never be forgotten in any program development, that is tha: the
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program must be tailored very specifically to the needs and

social structure of its patients. A recently performed study m

our Emergency Department discovered that the average reading

level of our patients is fifth grade. In addition, despite access to

written discharge instructions, coupled with verbal instructions,

nearly 25% of patients immediately upon discharge from the

Emergency Department had no or minimal understanding of

discharge instructions. Primary care clinical programs will fail if

the other deteriorating influences within the urban environment

are not addressed.

Finally, Senator, please do not forget the other side of my

dilemma, the true emergency room which sees the violence of

today's inner-city. No amount of primary care will eliminate

this need. I am deeply concerned that the current proposals to

reduce medical education funding by as much as $5,000,000 a

year at Temple University Hospital, a super dispropoaionate

share institution, will severely impair our ability to deliver these

needed services.
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REP. DAVID P. RICHARDSON, JR., CHAIRrtAN

HOUSE HEALTH AND WELFARE COMMITTEE

TESTIMOrrv BEFORE THE SENATE

LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

"SOLVING THE URBAN HEAI.TH CARE CRISIS:

THE ROLE OF PREVnmON"

MARCH 15, 19 9 3

Good morning. Chairman Wofford, Members of the Cormnittee,

and my fellow panel members. The State Health Data Center

of the Pennsylvania Department of Health recently published

a series of Health Profiles for each county and one for the

Commonwealth. The Health Profile of Philadelphia County

indicates that the leading cause of death for age groups

5-44 is homicide, followed closely by injury. Although

research shows that interpersonal violence has a

disproportionate impact on minorities, this is not a

phenomenon associated solely with Philadelphia or other

major cities. It is an American problem affecting all

communities, in all parts of society.

In his Health Journal article. Vol. 9 No. 4, titled The

Roots of Rage: Buried Feelings-ir. People or Cities-Can Erupt

in Violence, Dr. Keith Russell Ablow of the New England

Medical Center in Boston uses the Freudian psychological

theory to understand urban violence. He first explains that

the job of the ego is to find ways for a person to express

unacceptable feelings without violating social mores and the

concept that communities have an emotional life, just as an

individual does. He then states that the process of

building self-esteem in a self -destructive patient requires

a trusting, non- judgmental therapist and postulates that the

process in a community while more complicated also requires

open and honest discussions with authority figures who ask
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questions and listen more than they talk. In other words,

we as elected officials must go out into the community and

listen to everyday people. How many members of the

community will testify here today? Are two, three or four

enough for this Senate Committee to understand urban health

probleois?

The Assistant Dean at the Harvard School of Public Health,

Deborah Prothrow-stith, states in her book, "Deadly

Consequences: How Violence is Destroying Our Teenage

Population", that violence, like AIDS or heart disease, has

identifiable high-risk groups and prevention strategies must

be tailored toward them. She concludes that afternoon,

summer and weekend school-based educational programs and

government financed recreation programs are necessary, so

that children of working parents have a place to safely

learn and play after school.

The City of Philadelphia Recreation Department has had to

reduce it's overall budget by 3\, decreasing hours of

operation and eliminating resources. The Department

currently oversees 196 recreation centers and playgrounds,

and 56 parks. During a time when these services are

desperately needed by our young people, fiscal resources to

urban areas are dwindling faster than likewise large

reductions so state budgets because Congress thinks reducing

the deficit is more important than health care and other

social programs that save lives. Washington has to get its

priorities straight!

Over the last decade, the Reagan administration tried

consciousness-lowering along with an undisguised political

move to wipe-out anti-poverty programs, better known as

trickle-down economics. That Republican administration
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threw up a wall of negative rhetoric, one of the most famous

lines being, and I quote, the failed War on Poverty." Now

a Congress, afraid of change, wants to continue the

Reagan/Bush war on poor people. If Congress doesn't accept

change, the people are going to change Congress.

Nationally, violence has reached epidemic levels. Studies

by the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta indicate that

the majority of the homicides that occurred in 1988 were

intra-racial , that is African-Americans killed

African-Americans and whites killed whites. The majority of

homicides also occur between family metivbers or

acquaintances. One third of all female victims in 1990 were

killed by their husbands or boyfriends (only A percent of

male victims were killed by their wives or girlfriends).

Violence is a deadly disease, the number one killer of young

African-American men. Hcr.icide and intentional injuries are

at the heart of "the Urban Health Care Crisis".

Primary prevention is defined as prevention of an illness or

disease before any symptoms manifest themselves. After the

Los Angeles riots, the Director of Public Health Programs

for the Los Angeles County Department of Health Services

said of efforts to prevent urban violence, "We're m very

much uncharted temtor-/ here." But, recent studies,

including one by the Injury Prevention Center at Johns

Hopkins University Sc^ocl of Public Health indicate that

violent injuries are not randomly occurring events. They

are actions with patterns involving people who are more at

risk, living in areas where violence is more likely to

occur .
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Despite the best efforts of the old Washington bureaucracy,

programs that reduce the risk that an adolescent will

commit a violent act, leave school, bear a low-birth weight

baby while still in her teens, and of other damaging

behaviors that reach into the nejct generation, are alive and

well in Philadelphia's Communities. Although all of the

following programs have demonstrated that they work, none

has sufficient financing to expand beyond small community

based efforts or funding sources which guarantee their

existence from year to year.

I am sure Commissioner Ross will go into detail about the

demonstration project to reduce infant mortality rates in

which 47 community organizations in West and Southwest

Philadelphia provide a wide range of innovative community

and clinical services. Healthy Start is relevant to my

theme of violence prevention in that good parenting and life

skills programs are key in stopping the chain of violence.

Dr. Keith Ablow, in another Journal article, states that

violent patients were, almost invariably, severely abused

physically and emotionally as children by their parents.

I wish that Deputy Commissioner Chu Chu Saunders were here

today to speak at length about Operation Peace m
Philadelphia (OPP), a seven year initiative with the goal of

eradicating youth violence. It is a community wide effort

involving eleven action teams. The teams are charged with

the identification, creation and implementation of immediate

and long term violence prevention strategies.

The House of Imo]a, a west Philadelphia community based

organization with a 25 year history of responding

successfully to crises in Philadelphia neighborhoods, has

in a fight to preserve our community initiated a new

campaign to put an end to violent crime. The House ol Umo]a
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has a great deal of experience in this area, having

orchestrated the "No Gang War in "H" anti-gang violence

campaign

.

R.O.O.T.S., a program funded by the Salvation Kmy , was

formed to help the families of incarcerated Philadelphians

deal in a positive manner with their fears, anger and

frustrations and, thereby, break the chain of non-productive

violent behaviors through a positive dialogue with

corrections counsellors, attorneys, bail fund

representatives, probation and parole agents and others who

might be able to assist prisoners' families.

The Philadelphia Anti-Drug/Anti -Violence Network's 5 area

teams provide 24-hour, immediate response to violent

incidents. PAAN ' s focus is on breaking the cycle of

violence through intervention and mediation. They also

offer technical assistance in developing activities for at

risk youth, prevention education and drug and alcohol

treatment referrals.

These are good programs. They must be sufficiently funded,

expanded city and statewide. They prove that, together, we

can work to provide reasonable alternatives to violence, and

give people in our communities hope for the future.

In closing, I would like to thank you for this opportunity

to share my views, experience and the expertise that has

come to me as Chairman of the Pennsylvania House Health and

Welfare Conunittee and as past Chairman of the House Urban

Affairs Committee.
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WORKSHOP: HEALTH

FacilitatoR^ Roben Ross/Kim Mills

Summary of the morning session included the foUowmg issues for discussion for

Coalition Building:

• Quality Health Care for African-Americans

Major Issues:

- Cancer
- Heart Disease

-Strokes

-AIDS
- Homicide
- Lung Disease

- Liver Disease

- Kidney/Blood Disease

- Sickle Cell Anemia
- Accidents

- Diabetes

- Mental Diness

- Poverty

• Problems in Health Care:

- Racism
- Access of care

- Lack of Resources

- Spedalizanon
- Centralizanon

- Attitudes

- No accountabiLry/not held responsible as uidividuals

CEO's Health issues among the mcarccraicd (county/sute/fcdcniJ)

- Nutrition issues rrgarding junk food" for children wiihin Uic

Pubbc School System

RECOMMENDATIONS:
• Economic improvement/Outreach

Idennfy/suppon CBOs that act m our uitcrest. such as.

- Barber Shops

- Beauty Salons

- Churches
- Social events

- Musical (rap)

- Videos
- Literature (kits)

- Ex; H.P.C.

- Black Doctors

- Hill/Burton Act

- MutuaJ respect

- Canng. Loving
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- One-stop shopping
- Erapowcnncnt
- Health Scan Model
- Health Center Community Advisory Boards

- Government Bcanl

Organize/develop a plan/strategy, develop parmcrships. share in

decision-making, appropriate representation, education/awareness,

satellites-comprehensive decentralized care, one-on-onc outreach

training for youth and community people, city-wide Health Coaliuon

advocate, lobby-acovism.

COALITION BUILDING

A. WhoAVhat Organizations Need to be Involved

Cirywide Health Coalition

Afncan-American controlled health organizations/individuals

MAC
Plan

Afncan-American Dclegates/Partidpants

AIDS Leadership Forum
Charles Drew MH/MR Center

SicJdc Cell Council

WP Coalition

CBN?

B. NVhat New Programs Need To Be Established

• Develop/esubUsh community -based health education/awareness

programs and efforts]

C. What Research Is Needed
• Our own research institution

• Urban League
• Use existing programs

m. RESOL'RCES

A. Vv'hat Resources Are Needed
• Monev • pnvatc and public, and by any other means fXDSsible

• Supporting of ourselves (Aincan-Amencan money)
• Resource Directory

• OrgaruzaDonal Development
• Technical Assistance

• Marketing Plan (to attract others to Coalition and to highlight issues)

• Sweat Equity

• Total Community Suppon
• Office Space

• Meeang Space
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B. What Resources Arc Available
• Volumeers
• Governmental funding
• Managed Care Providers:

- Mercy Health Care
- Health Care Aliemacives
- Health Partners

Health Care Testimony

Robert W. Sorrel!

Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources

Monday, March 15, 1993

T«mple University

Good morning, my name is Robert Sorrell and I am President of

the Philadelphia Urban League.

1 am pleased to be invited here today to comment on an issue

that is desperately In need of attention both on the national and

local level - the health care crisis.

My perspective on this issue focuses on health care and its

effects on Philadelphia's largest minority population. Perhaps

nowhere in this nation is the crisis in health care more apparent

than In Philadelphia. Few American cities can boast the wealth of

health resources the city offers: hospitals, professional schools,

community health centers and research programs. Yet, despite

these resources, African-American Philadelphians are suffering

and dying due to lack of access to affordable and quality health

care services.

In addition, for various reasons, some having to do with long

patterns of discriniinatlon and exclusion, the national health care

crisis ia having an even more chilling effect on African-Americans

than on the general population.
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The Urban League's tenth report on the "State of Black

Philsdelphia" addressed the issue of health care as it pertains to

the black community. Contained within the report is the

culmination of months of work by seme of Philadelphia's most

respected experts on health care and on the health status of

African-American people.

The "State of Black Philadelphia Report" reveals some alarming

statistics - just a few of which I would like to present to you:

In their essay, Rackell Arum and Constance Williams

pointed out that in 1980 the Infant mortality rate for non-white

Phlladelphians was 22.1 per 1,000 live births, as compared to

7.9 per 1,000 births in the white community. The authors added

that, in the same year, more non-white Phlladelphians lost their

lives before their first birthday than did non-whites between the

ages of one and twenty-four.

• According to A.J. Henly, the number of non-white women in

Philadelphia who received no prenatal care before the last three

months of pregnancy has been increasing steadily since the late

I970's. In 1977, 7.6 percent of non-white women received

inadequate prenatal care. By 1989, the percentage had

increased to 23.2%.

Addressing the issue of accesc to health care, Dr. Ross and

Pamela Keels, noted that although Philadelphia claims the

hiohest concentration of health care providers per capita in the

country, the number of physicians available to service poor and

minority communities Is critically low. As an example, they report,

Philadelphia has no public hospital. In addition, less than 2

percent of the City's 6.950 physicians have their main practice

sites In Southwest Philadelphia, where 5.1 percent of the City's

populations resides; and North Philadelphia has 8.5 percent cf

pMysician practice sites to service Its IS. 8 percent of the City's

population.

In summarizing key findings of 1992's Pennsylvania

Conference on African-American and Minority Health Issues,

State Representative Richardson - whose testimony you heard

earlier - focused on the Commonwealth's low percentage of
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African-American health care professlonais and medical
students. Rep. Richardson noted that, in 1988, minority students
represented Just 5.8 percent of the 1,017 medical students
graduating from Pennsylvania medical schools.

In his article regarding the social politics of health care.

Temple Professor Thaddeus Mathis details what he calls the

state of "healthlessness" in which Philadelphia's African-

Americans exist. Mathis defines this "hcalthlessness" as a set of

social conditions that are hazardous to the health of African-

Americans. Mathis further points out that the American health

care system, in general, is shaped and maintained by an

extensive system of cultural and class factors, and that health

care in the United States is a commodity to be bought and sold

and reflects this in its cost structure, availability and degree of

specialization.

As a result, cites Mathis, as recently as 1983 only forty-four

percent of African-Americans who received health care were

treated by a private physician in his/her office; 25.6 percent in a

hospital emergency room, and 9.7 percent in outpatient clinics.

The corresponding rates for whites were fifty-seven, thirteen and

sixteen percent, respectively.

These are some of the problems, now what about solutions?

To address these and other findings outlined in the "State

Report", the Philadelphia Urban League has called for the

formation of Health Care Industry/Community Leader Task

Force. The purpose of this task force will be to develop

community outreach and education programs intended to

promote wellness and healthy lifestyles in the African-American

community.

The formation of this task iorce Is necessary because as the

national dialogue about health care rages on, African-Americans

continue to suffer disproportionately, and to die

disproportionately, from sickness and disease and from the lack

of preventive services.
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Accordingly, the Urban League is In the process of scheduling a

series of strategy meetings in the coming weeks with local health

care industry and community leaders to beginning putting

together this task force. This task force will have as its primary

goals the following:

1. To develop a strategic plan aimed at

conveying the message to the local African-

American community that self-reliance and a

proactive attitude toward preventive care are

critically imponant elements to establishing

healthier lifestyles.

2. To serve as a vehicle through which health care

institutions such as hospitals, clinics, health

Insurance providers and others can develop,

organiire and implement community outreach and

education programs to assist in establishing a

commitment to healthy African-American lifestyles.

3. To facilitate information sharing and brainstorming

among a cross-section of key communtry health care

"players" with the purpose of finding new and more

efficient methods to address the health care crisis at

the grassroots level.

1 am optimistic about the potential of this task force.

However, let me state clearly that we will need help from leaders

such as yourselves - our lawmakers. As you gather information

here and in future hearings across Pennsylvania, I urge you to

continue to work in earnest in the Washington to correct the

p.-cblems eroding our nation's health care system. In a country

that spends 14.4 percent of its gross domestic product on health

care (Nine-hundred-billion dollars this year alone - up from 250

billion in 1980), we must find a way to use these dollars more

efficiently to improve access. affordabHitv and quality .
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in conclusion, the Philadelphia Urban League strongly

recommends that the Committee seriously consider the

inclusion, in your final health care reform plan, of our

community-based task force approach to addressing the African*

American health care crisis. The impact of this proposed program

in Philadelphia and across the Commonwealth, I believe, will be

significant.

WELLNESS IN A DESPERATE AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNITY
Executive Summary

Themian Evans. M.D.

Wellness is an empowerxig notion. It is an enabling noaon. The concept c;

wellness challenges indrvrouais ana msuiuuons to assume appropriate rei>p<jiis^ibiiiiy lu.

maximizing the potential of lite sttuancns. Hign rare* of disease. oisab'M'y a;id rf»^^ii

in Blacks are largely the result of decades of active, overt, oppressively discnminalory

behavior by whrtes. have contributed to the poor health status of Blacks.

In a real sense tt^ien. poor health status results l5rga^/ trom the srcss cf bcng
Black in America. The victims, in seeking relief from this "Stress* have adopted lifestyle

behaviors that provide immediate gratification but. m the long run, contribute to

worsening the situation trom -wTuch relief is being sought. Through negative,

nonproductive lifestyle habits. Black people are co-partners in their own seif-destructon.

For example, smoking tobacco is the greatest nsk factor for cancer in Black

people. It is responsible for nearly 40 percent of all carreer oeams among Black men and

20 percent of cancer deaths among Black women Another example is drinking alcohol

to excess. Alcohol ccnsumptjon is considered to be the pnmary cause of cancer of the

esopnagus. Black men. aged 35 to 44 years, expenenc* cancer cf the esophagjs si z

rate that is ten tmes that of wtvtes. Cinnoss ot the liver, dl^ect^y related to the

consumption of alcohol, is responsible for a rate of death a,mong Blacks that is virtually

twice that of whrtes. AIDS is essentialty a consequerkce of behavior (use of unstenhzed

needles and involvement in unsafe sex) and. again BlacKs are carrying a relatrvely

heavier weight.

The hearth hazard of being Black m Amenc*. unlike the state of being Black, is

not irreversible I believe the negative Black health picture would begin to reverse rtseif

if certain other things were reversed. These inouoe poverty, inadequate eoucauonaj

opportunity and advancement, inadequate nutnuor and housing, unemployment, anc

yes, racism and discnmmatjon. Some may ask. "What can those in these arcumsiances

CO'' How can they change these circumstances'' Are they to blame for their r.aal:.^

status'' Why should the victims have the responsitsiity for their health"'* is this blaTing

the victim? I do not think so Looking back over Black irte in Amenca, speafic conditions

have changed a lot. relative conditions have changed very little All change, whetner

posmve or negatrve, is stressful for people The degree that self-destructve Denaviors

continue in Black communities is the degree to wfuch future hearth repoos will conanue

to indicate higher rates of disease, disability, and oeaih in Blacks.

Self-reliance is a prescnption that if subscnoec to will result in improveC heaJtn

fc African-ATie"cans Seit-reuance is a prescnpucn fc improved heait'" fc Atr.ca.i-
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IS NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE A CURE FOR BLACK AMERICA?

EjtecLiUve Summary

A. J. Henley. MA

National health insurance is important to Atncan-Americans because it would
provide access to hearth care services to persons whose ability' to pay for service is

limited. Atncan-Amencans are three ernes more likely than whrtes to five in poverty ar.d

therefore are more likely than whites to lack adequate health care insurance. Ir^stitutjng

nanonaJ hearth insurance will not solve the hearth crisis facing the African-Amencan

community Almost thirty years ago. this country broadened access to hearth services

as a way to improve the hearth and lives of poor and minonty citizens Concern about

fimrted access to hearth services for low income, eiderty, disabled and chrcmcaity-ill

persons resutted in the creanon of Medicaid and Medicare. These prograrns oay hearth

care costs for millions of Amencans using public monies. Atthough there have been

improvements in access, ma^or problems remajn.

Even wrtn increased access to hearth services, the overall hearth of African-

Amencans remajns far worse than that of whites There are now areas in which the

heath status of Afncan-Amencans is actually declining. These declines zse occumng
pnmanty among persons who are insured through Medicaid, it is disMrbmg that many
—jrrcr.i prcpcsaJs for naocnaJ hearth insurance dc not provide ways to zsz^^rs tha: cur

heartn care delivery system will become more responsive to the causes cf poor health

among Afncan-Amencans

The Amencan Public Health Assodanon has analyzed eight major proposals

before Congress Their analysis provides a useful way to determine the er.em to wruch

proposed health care financng programs would encourage needed changes in hea;th

care delivery Unfortunately, a-.aiysis suggests that proposaJ features tha: a-c:ess exte.T

of coverage and f.nanang considerations are signrficantly more aeveloped than those

dealino with improvements in hearth care delivery. Overall, there is a disturbing lack

of sper.ficrty conce.Tung enforcement of sta-.dards of care in these proposals. Sevcal

plans do not address possible m.ecfianisms for planning and evaluating services The

lacK of emphasis on preventive health is a womsome feature because many problems

affecting Afncan-Amencans can be solved onfy through effecave preventive health

measures. including health education. Unless preverraon becomes a pnonry. a nauonal

health insurance orocram is not likely to affect heartn status significantly

Other OTfccal features are virtually ignored by the current proposals. Inclusion cf

minonties as hearth care workers at all levels and assurances that services will be

delivered m a norv-discnminatory manner are essential to trid develcpmer: cf a heartr.

care system tha: is effective m providing high qual.ty services to Afncan-Amencans

Overall, most of the eight proposed plans for nanonaJ hearth insurance before

Congress will improve access but will not accomplish major changes in our system cf

care. It is unreafistc to expect substantial impruvements in health stands solely trircugh

more widespread provision of existing services. Analysis suggests thai the definrtion and

scope of hearth care must change if we are to look forward to future generanons of

healthy Afncan-Amencans

The major problem.s facng Afncan-Amencans will not be solved by naccnal hearth

insurance However, naucnal health insurance can provide a basis to begin to develop

s^-cteaies to cMa-.ge the focus and scope of heatn care services It is essential for

services to become more resccnsrve to the cor.cnions facing la-^ge secmens of the
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African-American community. These conditions indude chronic poverty, limited

opportunity and radsm. These taaors influence many aspects of living, induding health.

There are promising models which serve the needs of African-Amencans. Many

of the problems discussed can be fought most effeoivety through community-based

services which offer support, education and guidance. Community-based services have

the potential to be implemented with cultural sensitivity and to provide consumers with

the opportunity to work with service providers who understand their concerns. These

services encompass a range of programs, induding home visitng services for pregnant

women and new mothers, community-based AIDS and substance abuse prevention

education, and school and community-based violence prevention programs.

Community-tjased services have been shown to be effective in helping people to

change their behavior to minimize health nsks. It is essential to develop services thai

reach Afncan-Amencaris. induding those who live in poverty or are wary of traditional

health care.

A method of induding essential prevention and support services in the health care

delivery system has been developed by Health Management Alternatives (HMA). HMA
is the minorrty-owned company wnich runs HealthPass. the public Health Insunng

Organization (HIO) for Medicaia reapients in Sooth and West Philadelphia, through a

contract with the State Department of Public Welfare. HMA has used a share of its profits

from tnis venture to fund community-based outreach and prevention services to improve

the health of rrs members. The initial community outreach and service programs have

been targeted to pregnant women and children. Programs funded by HMA indude the

firs: middle school-iiased health program u i riiiiaoeipnia. home visiting services lor new

mothers enhanced prenatal services for women at the time of diagnosis of pregnancy,

anc Heac Stan dassrooms in the HealthPass area. These are prevention programs.

implemented through local organizations, which expand the definition of health care to

indude soaal, educational and supportive services, and community service

The prinaple of using some of the assets generated through the delivery of health

care is a feasitsle model from which to begin to reform the system, ft is not the only

possible model, but it represents a workable method for adding preventon and
supportive services to the health care delivery system. Whatever method is diosen. it will

be essenoal for unrversal health insurance to indude programs wtiich improve health.

ft It simply Changes the method of financing services, without changing service aelrver/,

national health insurance will have Irtde impact en the lives of the person it serves

HEALTH CARE COST CONTROL:
AN ISSUE FOR THE NATION AND FOR THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN COMMUNrTY

Executive Summary

G. Fred DiBona Jr., Esquire

In recent years, the high cost of health care been a dominant theme in tne

ongoing debate about the surtabilir/ and structure of America's health care delivery

system. Indeed, there is overwhelming evidence that the cost of health care in the United

Slates has been prohibitively expensive for a growing percentage of the national

pooulaDon For Afncan-Amencan, GZT'/i of whom lived below the poverty level in 1991

.

and wnose median income of $18,807 ts only 60% of the median white housenoid

income level of $31,569. the issues of health care cost and access have become
cmica; The oTier major issue is the growing number of people who have no healtr
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insurance coverage. Currerr estmaies place tfiis figure ai more t^.a^. 37 million

indiviouate The conclusion is dear Bnere is a cJirea relanonship between access to

insurance coverage and its ccs: and, taken togethe', both issues impaa heavily on tne

Ai'ncan-Amencan community.

In the Afncan-Amenca.- community, the relative lack of access !c hearth, care

exacerbates a paraJlel prctlen cf generally higher hearth nsk as compared to the overail

poouianon.

As an example, according to the Natonal Center for Hearth Statistics. Afncan-

Amencans are 1 .6 times as like'y to die from the leading causes of death (hear: disease

sB-oke. cancer, armosis. diai:etes. academs. homiaoe. smade, infant moaaJity and

ma:ernal mortality) as are wtiites.

It is easy to understand therefore, the disproooftjonaiely severe impact that high

heaJth care costs visit upon the Afncan-Amencan commuruty

There seems to be z growing consensus on the problem. But there isn't a

consensus on the scluticn And before we rush into any sweeping, pc!:tcally driven

answer which we may aJI recre*, it would be well to consider some innovsaons wtTich

could guide the debate

At the outset. I wan: to stress thai these innovanons are coming pnndpally from

the etfoas of Independence Biue Cross and Pennsytvania Blue Shield to meet the

pressing needs for coverage ar.d cost control. They are therefore limrted at this nme tc

our own subscribers. But I believe thev can sen/e as models in the naaonal deviate about

snacino a sensible and compreherisive retorm of cur naoonaJ r/stem.

With so many you.ng pecole ladcmg hearth insurance. Independence Blue Cress

and Pennsylvania Blue Shield ha'/e established the Canng Program for Children, which

provides basic hearth insurance coverage to unirisured children of the wortang poor. In

the short erne that the program has been in existence, more than 3,000 children in the

five county area have been enrolled. And in July of this year, I joined with the Black

Clergy of Philadelohia in announcing a three month long campaign in which Afnca.-.-

Amencan churches are ra;sing funds to make coverage possible for 200 uninsured

children. The coverage is provided z no cost to the reapient since the cost is covered

by pnvate tax deductible dcnancns trt:m corporsaons. foundaaons. indrviduals and the

Blue Plans. As Dr. Robea K. Rcss. Philadelphia's new Hearth Commissioner noted, this

initiative cames tmoortant ramificaDons for the overall hearth of our region s young

people According to available research:, children who are uninsured generally receive

•iO to 50 percent less medical care than children who have heath insurar.ce They

receive less preventive care and their medical trearnents are general^ posTDoned.

leading to more severs, ccmplicaied and costfy medical condrtions. Programs such as

this one help tc break that cyde *

Also this yea.', the five Biue Cross Plans m Pennsytvania and Pennsylvania Blue

Shield inaugurated the 'Speaal Care' program wtTich provides basic insurance coverage

at reasonable rates for all uninsured who don't quality for Medical Assistance but earn

too little to afford tne hign premrjms for conventional insurance Since this program was
inaudjrated :n .V.a/ nearly 2.8X indrviduals in the five county region have enrolled m
the program.

Also, through rts subsid.a-'y. Keystone Health Plan East. Independence Eiue Cross

allows HealLh Paiiers. a vclurrtary managed care plan fcr rec-oients c' necica.'

assis:ance to enroll emoiove'' d~wcs m addition to Meoica.' Assistance 'ec:~:e-:s Hea'~

Fanners wmch seves 3C,0C^C members in an a'ea that includes Ncv Centra.
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NorttTwest. West and Nortneast Philadelphia, daims a strong provider network that

includes dentists. rr.entaJ hearth agendes/providers. substance abuse centers, tamiiy

planning dinics, home hearth care agenaes. pharmacies/druggists, vision care and

cj—iulance and pars-transit services. Each member of Hearth Partners chooses a

pnmary care physician who makes referrals for speaalists or surgical procedures, as

necessary This system has allowed many Hearth Partners subscribers to have access

tc their own physican for the first time in th&r lives. Independence Blue Cross a;so

works in a very similar fashion with Mercy Hearth Plan, a managed care plan, sponsored

by the Sisters of Mercy, sennng a comparable predominantly AJhcan-American

membership.

In an additional etfon to offer hearth care support to the African-Amencan

communrty, IBC has sought to provide information that allows community residents to

change improper hearth habits and to make more informed health-related choices, in

that regard. IBC has sponsored hearth fairs at the Black Family Reunion, at West Oak

LEne Community Ccy Center, at the Spruce Medical Center Community Health Fair and

at Simon Recreation Center, among other locations. The company also sponsors an

annual Children's Hearth Fair, wfierein students from elementary schools in Philadelphia

and surrounding areas are given an array of hearth testings and screenings and
provided test resutts for later review, at home, with their parents.

Also, in an effort to hold down costs in the interest of our subscribers,

Independence Blue Cross is currentfy negotaung a new hosprtal contract in which we
are seeking "prudent buyer* r^atus. That means that, wherever we are the largest pnvate

insurer at a particular hospital, we should get the best rates for our customers. The effect

of this initatrve should be to bnng costs under greater control and encourage the

provider community to joui us in seeking more innovative ways to manage the system
in the future.

Even before these new initiaiives were undertaken, however. Independence Blue

Cross continued to uphold its histonc *soaal mission* of making insurance available to

everyone, without regartJ to medical condition. We have open ervollment for indrrtdual

subscribers on a year round basis and turn dovwi no one. Small groups, wfuch are often

exduded by pnvate commeraal insurers and commerdal health maintenance

organizations, recerve the same open door treatment

Recommendations

Generally, on the naiionaJ level, the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Assoaation of

America adheres to three simple pnnaples in the great debate now taking place on

hearth care The firs: pnnaple is Universality, by which we mean that everyone has a

fundamentcJ nght to have access to hearth insurance. The second is Afforcabilrty.

whereby we endorse stnngent measures to hold dcwn costs in an environment where

pnces are moderated in a system of pnvate competition. The third is what we call

Portability That means that when you lose your job. move or are transferred, you don't

lose your insurance; you carry it with you. According tc our Lous Hams Survey, this is

of speoaJ importance to the Afncan-Amencan community; 45% of Afncan-Amenca.is wno
said they didn't have ir;surance gave as the reason the faa that they had lost their jobs

or changed employers and had a waiting penod to be eligible again.

No one can accurately predia the outcome of the great nauor^ debate taking

place But ri we keep these pnnaples in mmd-unrversality. affordabilrty and portaDiiity-

- and if our national leaders focus on programs such as we have begun here to mee;
the needs of tne uninsured, then I believe rt will finally oe possible to reforrr, our health,

care denvery system by guaranTeeing access to coverage, getting costs under control

ana proviomc tor a pnvate system ot competition wrthout undue feaeraJ tnterterence
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Such a sysrem. I brieve, will be best for tMe Atncan-American communjTv and fc
tn«f ccuntn,- and I am pleased to ic;n wnn tne Urban League, our own protessionaJ
Atncan-Amencan executives at Incecendeoce Blue Cross and otner leaders m tMecommunny m shaping a worVable policy for our nanon's future

THE HEALTH STATUS OF AFRICAN-AMEHICAN CHILDREN IN PHILADELPHIA

Executive Summary

Robert K. Ross. M.D. and Pamela Keels, M.B.A.

Throughout childhood. African-Amencan youth face marry significant challenges

to their physical, mental, and emctional health. These challenges have grown in bo:^.

severity and complexity dunng the past five to seven years. The resuft has been

numerous preventable illnesses and the deaths of appnoximatety 540 African-American

children ir each of the past three years.

The myriad problems tha: threaten the hearth of African-Amencan children can be

grouped into two ma^or categcnes: access to primary care and violence Access to

Quality pnma/y care services is a crrtical concept in hearth care. Pnmary care—including

immunizatjons. preventive screening, good nutntion and acadent preventon-provides

the key for lifelong heath. The maiility to access these services jeopardizes the health

of the child and decreases chances for a producove adulthood. The seccnd maycr

obstacJe to children's health is vio'ence.

The Philacelphia Depa-Tner! ct Human Services reports approximate'y SS.CX^O

open cases oi child aisuse or necieCw A signrficarn percentage of these cases involve

A?ncan-A,Tiencan children. In iSc?. wventy-seven children in Philadelphia died because

c* Child abuse and neglecr Children who Trve m violent homes are twice v:c:;mi2ed by

the violence perpetrated upon nem as well as by witnessing violence perperaied uocn

cr-.ers

It IS said tha: *poverr/ is bad for your hearth*, rt ts well-documented nat Tie roc:

cause o; our children s public healtr. problems is poverry. Poverty increases ne
prcbabiiify tha; an individual wHl live in a neighborhood where there is open drjg ca^e

ar.d 1*^ related violence. Foverr, also negatrvety impacs on the avaiiabilrr/ c' posru-ve

activities (receation and jobs) fc: children to decrease the probability cf thCT being

invoivea m a violent inaoent.

Economics, not race, is 3ie key factor in neaJth behaviors and status Race as a

ce'.e'mmr.g factor in hearth starjs 'elates to the probabilrty of living in poverr/

Ou' health care system is a d:sa5:er. It is complex, expensrve. inefficerrt and emphasizes

costly te^l^ry care rather than prevention. One in eight Amencans is uninsured Tne

current system of providing health, insurance coverage is a major obstacle to ne health

care of ol" children. Our emplcye'-based insurance system, which does not require all

emoloyers to insure all of the'.r employees (or their families), places children s health care

a: the ne.'c-/ cf the:' parents and their parents' employer
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Recommendations

Citizens, hearth care providers, insurers, employers, and politidans generally

agree thai children should have guaranteed hearth care. Disagreement anses

around how children should be irisured and who should pay to insure them.

Hearth irisurance reform will not alleviate the broader effects of poverty. It can
prevent additional families from being forced into poverty by medical expenses
that accompany a catastrophic fliness. Hearth insurance reform will also assure

thai children will be able to reccryre the basic hearth services they need without

stigma and without possibly foregoing quality care.

• As the saying goes. Idleness is the devil's workshop'. Boys and Girls Clubs,

sports leagues, music lessons, camps, and other similar posrtive. organized

activities provide children with artematives to trouble. Posrtive activrties allow

children to develop productive interests and skills, and often provide mentors and
role models. Through these experiences children gain an understanding and

appreciation of themselves and their abilrDes. When children understand and
appreaaie themselves, they do gain a healthy respect lor others both within and
outside of their curture. The most effectr/e drug and violence prevention programs

offer recreational and employment opporturuties and emphasize sdf-respec: and
respea for community.

Successful youth programs are offered within a curturally-appropriate framework.

For Afncan-Amencan youth programs, such as the House of UMOJA Boys Town,

project provides Afrocentnc rites of passage, surrogate parenting, and violence

prevention through conflict resolution. A new program in Philadelphia the Rrtes

of Pjissage S'^ule. cffers a cumculum of history, cjrture. and spirituality. wTt^,

components focusing on crrtical thinking, competency and proficiency in

communication skills. With parental involvement, sexuality and other hearth care

issues for both boys and girls are stressed. Programs such as these offer a fonn

of holistic youth empowerment Combined with improved access to preventive

health care, we may begin to realize posrtive change in the hearth status of our

children and our community.

Our families, churches, and neighbomood organizatiors must become actrvc in

hearth care issues. We must aa cooperatively. Churches and neighbomood
organizations can continue to provide more programs that support crtildren anc
families These institutions and organizations must also advocate to promote and

protect the communrty s broader hearth care interests

Many churches have rudimentary hearth care mirustnes employing a parish nurse

or sponsonng hearth fairs. Hearth ministnes must evolve in local churches i: is

cntical that these minis*jies play an imponant role for congregations

Neighbortiood organizations have a wearth of resources thai can influence

legislative leaders and policy makers, determine community standards, mitiaie

and maintain programs, educate our children, and support indrwidual families

Organized groups of concerned citizens must lobby for hearth care reform and

derr^and improved allocations to programs thai benefit our children. Soronties

and other women's groups must aa as role models for young girls to help ther^

avoid becoming teen mothers or. for those who are already mothers, to help them

rear their children, wfule staying in scfiooi. Fratemmes. men's groups, and block

assccaticns can offer m.entcnng tc steer children away from, ssff-destrjctr/e

actr^mies.

Public Heath is only beginning to leam to be responsive to the needs of tne

communrtv n serves Being responsive means collaborating witn cnurcnes an:^
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communrty orcancraacns to establish and maintain neighbortiood-tased

programs. Responsive means suppomng legislation thai will benefit the health

staais of children. Responsive also means that Afncan-Amencan health care

providers maintain a presence in the Afncart-Amencan community not only as

care givers, but also as role models

Philadelphia as a microcosm of Amenca demonstrates a paradox in health care.

Despite a haM dozen medical schools, three dozen hospitals, and thousands of health

care providers, people cf color and the poor in the dty suffer from a lack of quality

preventive health care. This paradox underscores the soaal context of health. It aiso

fosters wanness of quick fixes as we<l as a sense of the limits of wha: mediane or

technology alone can dc. This phenomenon is dear in a comparison of the gentle

increase m the infant moaality rale and the sharp increase in the rate of low birh weigfit

babies since l985-(he onset of the crack cocaine epidemic. Technology car prevent

infant deaths, but too many children enter the world m poor health, faang a mynao ot

bamers to their most basic health care needs. Technology alone cannot keep our

children healthy.

An Afncan proverb best sums up this report: It takes a village to raise a child* The

maior threats to our children's health, particularly substance abuse and violence, can

and must be controlled by our community. Government can provide suppo.-^.tj: it

should not determine. Tne communiry is bener able to remember tha: each. 'staDstic* is

a boy named Kevin or a girl named Lisa. It is our responsibility to work individually anc

collecBveiy to provide the for the health care needs of Afncan-Amencan children We
must understand ther current health status and be committed to improving it. It is cur

commuruty responsibility to gn^ childhood back to our children and to grve oursetves

a future We are losing the health of our children in the streets, neighborhcocs and

communities We must organae the strength of our neighborhoods to win c back.

INFANT MORTALITY
Executive Summary

Rackel! Anjm. M.P.H. and Constance Wiinams. M.S.N.

Infant deaths are a ha.'sh reality of life in Black communities all over the Unr^ec

States. A ccmmunir/'s infar: death rare is 2 crtci znC sensnve measure cf the tutL-s

strength of a people, infant death rate ts defined as the number of babies who die n i^e

first year of life for every 1000 live births. The largest numbers of infan: deaths occur

dunng the first 28 days of life.

The infant mortality rate for white Phiiadelphians in 1990 was 7.9, almost reaching

the natjonaj goal for the yea' 2000. By contrast, non-white Phiiadelphians m that sa.-re

year expenenced 22.1 infant deaths per 1000 live births. The rale of deaih cf non-wr.ite

Philadelphia infants was more than twice the national goal. Nearly 400 non-white infa-.ts

died in 1990. the m.ajorrty of them before the twenty-eighth day of fife. In 1990. more

nc--white Philadelpruans lost their Dves before the:: first birthda-/ than d:i nc.-.-'/vh.tcS

between the ages of one a.nd twenty-four.

Glanng differences between the health staiis of non-white infan'^ and white

infants are apparent in a number of staastics. Non-whrte infants are more nan twice as

likely as whrte infants to be bom st low bim weights. Non-wTvte metiers ars over fcjr

tmes more likely to begin prenatal care dunng the seventh, eighth, or mrToh month of

precnanc/ th2.-i are whrte motners Early, consistent, and comprehensrve prenatal C2.'e

IS the best measure thai a rrcther can ta.><e to h2\/e a healthy infant.
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MedicaJfy. The most common causes of infant deaths are prematurity and low birih

weight Efforts to reduce infant deaths are proceeding along two parallel tracks. First,

public health practitioners are committed to improving the fikelihood that pregnant
worr.en will give birth to heaTihy babies. And secondly, researchers ansmpt to advance
mediane's ability to care for unhealthy babies. Clearly, medical sdence is limited m
what it alone can do to save the lives of these Phfladelphians. The vast majority of infant
deaths can be prevented by healthy women having early, consistent, and comprehenswe
prenatal care Philadelphia is a community rich in medical resources: sa medical
schools, dozens of teaching and community hospitals, and academic training programs
for virtually every health profession. Pennsyivanians have played leadership roles in

r.aaonal debates about the rights of every Amencan to health services.

The Philacelphia Black Women s Health Proiect and otner advocates see three

distina faaors causing mgn rates or mJant deams in the African-American ccmmumry
the soao-economic dimale in wnic^ Afncan-Amencans iive. issues of access ana
personal lifestyle and behaviors.

The death of a child before its first btrtnday is nooning less than a community
trageay. indeed, some infant deaths are not preventable With eany cons^tent. ar.c

compreher^srve prenatal care, the numbers of Afncan-Amencans who a'e bom toe soon
ana too tiny to celebrate a healthy first birthday can be reciucec cramaticaliy. Medica:

science can now save the lives of infants who weigh iittie more than a birthcay cake. 1:

now fails to the community. educanonaJ and human service providers and families

institutjons to create the changes m health polioes. senr.ce delivery, ana personal

behaviors thai will result in healthy, full-term babies bom to heaiihy mothers

The image of a child celebrating its first birthday is joyous milerione. one filled

with hope Tne family tragedy of the death of its infant no'Jiing less than a nations!

trageay. By working collectrveiy and making appropnate changes in our unoerstancmg.

aoproach. and commitment tc reduang infant mortality z greater numbe' of Afncan-

Amencan families can celecrate first birthdays.

Recommendations

• The compiexrty of far.crs causing infan: mortality must be ada.-essec: a: many
levels To save tne lives of the younges: Afncan-A.-nericans. tnere must be a

communrty-wiae commitment, witn eftons engacea m or aii fronts heaith

education, and soaaJ pcliaes from une comrr.unity neaitr. srovice's ana
government, must rB':eci a genuine determmatior tc save the iives of Afr.can

Amenc2.n babies More cf the mdivid-jais who shape hea.'th pcircies mur, se

Afncan-Americar and must be sensitive to the realities of Afncar.-American

commurvues

The educationaJ sysierr. must initiate family lite ecucatjon begnnir.c wit,-, the

preschool and extenamg throughout the school expe.'ience Curncjia must oe

age and culturally appropnate and include sucn ccicepts as ssif-esteem anc tne

cianmng skills. PersonaJ values sexual resoorsoinry p.-evertive ^ea;'-- ana
parenting must also be mtegraied m-.o curricula
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The availaoiliry cr aceauate nea-ji ca-s ana njrr.ar, serv.ce resources is an
ongoing issue for pregr.ant A/ncar-Amsacar; women Crack cocane has
cevasta:ed our ccm-jr.ir, Desoce t^e cea.- neec :cf e^ecrive treaimenr iner-
a-e very few comorener^.ve treamen; senmgs avajiaoie :o cecnar: wcner"
Some treatment taolrties a/e unwiiiing or unaDie to care for preoriant -arenonc
.vomen. Treament waitinc lists for pregnant osrenxing worr.en are very lone
Funoing znt acJecjate ;sc:i.;irs mus: ce ex^ardec :c me<=; •,-e -*—-5 f* 1-,-
adoicted women '

Anv approae^. :o recjcr.g infant morrajity musr* adcress tt\e needs of pregnarit

women ir a hcl:ST:c manner Her fa.T.:iy. her err.-.ronment. and her culture w.ll

influence her health anc tne healL^. of her newborn Without inccrporanng the

strengths a.nC tne suorcr^ of iarr.iiy and community, the efforts of heaJth

professionals will be less effective

Savina the lives of Afncan -American infants is not merefy a challenge to med'ca'

scence hcspita's heai'.n orofessicns. or public heaJm departments WorWmc

collabora'jve^y and indrvicuaJty. ccncerned African-Amencans must se: a

ccmmunity-wice agenda that pncnnies the survival of African-American infa.-;t3

in our families, our churches our worKDlaces, and in our ccmmunity. African-

Amencans mur. dc what we can; sneaking out on poJitical and sodaJ issues

affecting tie heaJtr d rnctners: snaoing policies; and suppcrang organjzaaons

that a'-e comm.ned tc the health of cjr mothers and infants
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CHILDREN'S HEALTH CARE: A SOCIAL WORK PERSFcCTTVE

Executive Summary

Cynthia J. Cortjin. MSW. LSW

The health care system in the United States is failing those who need rt most.

Basic soaal work vaJues proclaim that adequate, affordable hearth care is a basic human

need. Public policy treats the need for hearth care as a privilege, to be enjoyed by the

speaal few. Ensunr.g that hearth care of aJI peopio in this sodety is a nght continues to

elude us.

The saddest, most shocking, and most unacceptable aspect of this crisis is its

devastating impaa on our children. For children, the failure of the Amencan hearth

system to deliver adequate care begins in the womb, rt can last a lifetme and the impact

is immeasurable. Evidence of this failure is in studies ranging from statistics on infant

mortality to vananons in life expectancy. As is so often the case in other areas of

Amencan life, Afncan-Amencan families, disproporaonateiy expenence poor health.

Recommendations

The National AssoaaDon of Social Workers (NASW). for example, maintains that

we must replace the present expensive, inequitable, and fragmented health and

menial hearth care system wrji a publicly-financed and administered, single payer

health a-.d mental hearth system. If adopted, the NASW plan will.

provide comprenensive health anc mental hearth benefits, including long

term care, to every Amencan atuen. while maintaining the current mix of

public and pnvate providers.

allow hearth consumers tne ireedom to choose their doaors. hosprtals, and

other providers:

replace tne current pa:cnwork of firreen hunOred pnvate insurers ana public

programs with a smgie nauonal neartn program administered by tne states

under federal guidelines.

pay hosprtals a negotiated annual operating budget and reimburse aii

independent practitioners according to a negotiated fee schedule.

eliminate deductibles cooayments and out-of-pocket costs, finance tne

program with a heartn premium tax on personal income, an employer paid

payroll tax. ar. increase ir. corpcraie taxes, and state ccrrtnbutons

Under this proposed system, people would on average spend less than they now

spend on hearth care Most importantly, all children would receive hearth care as

a nght If not for ourselves, we as a nation and as a people should plan hearth

care reforms for our childrea

As the Direacr of Soaal Work and Discnarge Planning at St. Chnstopher's

HosortaJ for Children, it is apparent to me that tne hearth needs C. the children we care

for have changed very Irttle over recent years Children still need to live in safe

envi.'onments They stli need routine p.'eventive hearth services. And they still need the

best medical aneraon when they are ill
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What has changed flramaiicaJly are the soaaJ condrtons in which children are

Fmng Increasngfy. Philaoelohja children are bom into single parent homes, into extreme
poverry. and into families that are unauie to offer them the sale, nurtunng environment

thai aJI children need.

The soaaJ work profession plays a unique role in educating families about the

need for ongoing preventrve hearth care as a necessrty for the weJIbeing of their children.

Soaal workers have the skills to empower families to negotaie a hearth care system with

la-geiy-negative connotations zhoux uninsured and Medical Assistance-insured As
professionals, soaal workers can advocate for lownncome and mincrrty dients and begin

to sensitize health care providers to the needs of poor and minority dients.

HIV/AIDS AND THE AFHICAN-AMEHICAN COMMUNrTY

ExeoJtive Summary

Rashidah Hassan. R.N.

The number of AIDS cases is growing fastest among people of color, espeaaily

African-^jnencans. HIV/AIDS disease was first recognized tn 1981 among gay white men.

rt was not until 1985 thai tne spread into the Afncan-American communrry came to light.

This community has struggled in confronting this critical hearth srtuaion. Fear, denial,

scares resources, and Dmrted access to adequate health care and educauon have

allowed this disease to take hold in a commurvty already besieged with enormous sodai

and economic difficulties.

BEBASHi, Blacks Educasng Blacks About Sexual Hearth Issues, was founded in

Philadelphia in 19S5 as the first orgamzaiicn to provide AIDS prevention educaaon

targeted to the Aincan-American com.munrty Other Atrcan-Amencan communities

across the country responded similarty by esstlishing community-based organiz2::ons

tha: focused on prevention education

Recommendations

Communrty grcuDS and religious mstitutioro must crga,~urE tc ad"/ocate fc* the

development of education and services based on our needs, our language, and

our history. Self-empowerment and se^-determinanon are cnticaJ in ccmbaning

this disease

A healthier lifestyle must be acsvety promoted in the Afncan-Amencan community

Every issue that affects our lives impacts our heartn. We must take drasoc

measures to communicate explicitly to all segments of our communrty rega'ding

behavioral nsks and to establish an environment thai supports and demands
responsible sexual behavior regardless of gender or sexual onematon. Messages

should reinforce the idea that knowing your HIV antibody stanjs is both a personal

and a commune/ obligauon. It is our responsiDility to find ways to face

homophobia, sexism, and promiscurry wrtnin our own cultural and histonc context.

We must encourage and advocate for the Philadelphia and the Pennsytvania

Depanments ol Health to implement f,eaV. p.-omct-cr, projects wrth community

panicipatic"
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ALCOHOL AND DRUGS IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY IN PHILADELPHIA

Executive Summary

Thumnan Booker. D.O.

Thousands of men and women are smoking cocaine. The devastaiicr: vreaked

on their individual lives, their families and their children is enormous. Cocaine addiction

is merely one aspea of addiction in our communrties. Heroin usage has been more

noticeable at Eagieviile Hospital for the past year. Alcohol remains hidden within the

more conspicuous use of other drugs, pushed off the front pages by our greater concern

with cnme. murder, and neglect. Addiction is muttitaceted. It may not be possible to

eradicate addicbon from soaety, but we can respond to the needs of the addicted.

Detojcificaijon is the initai penod of medical and physical stabilization when
medical support and monrtoring occurs. The period allows assessment and diagnosis

and provides education and motivation of patients for ongoing care. Detoxification is

usually bnef-lasting three to seven days. If this is the onfy care provided, there is little

c'lance the suffenng person will ultimately recover. Relapse occurs up to 98% of the

tms. often within hours or days after reiease from the hospital. Detoxification fadlltes are

most readily available in an emergency. Personnel of these small unrts must overcome

the patients ignorance, fear and sriame and get them into meaningful long-term

treatment.

Recommendations

We need several hundred hospital beds available if we are to reduce the tragedy

of epidemic rates of aodiction. We also need less intense levels of care available

for three to twelve months. Recovery-contirujed abstnence-requires several

months of stabilization and treatment in order to be effective. Halfway houses and.

more recentfy. recovery houses traditionally have been a feature of alcohol

treatment These programs provide supervision, urine surveillance, and support

to small groups of residents buttressed by partdpaDon in 12 Step programs
Recovery requires a strong base of peer support.

The poor are a: risk for mjtople epide-mics. AIDS, drugs, tuberculosis, and
impnsonment represent only a few of our troubles. We need maternal and child

healtn dimes nationwide. We need inpatient and outpatient addiction programs
for women and men. We v*nll need more methadone prograims and nartrexone

programs for heroin addicts We need secure funding for AIDS programs
targeted to young people and women We need to ensure the avajlabilrty of birth

control inlormauon and the option to terminate unwanted pregnanaes We need

school counselling programs thai handle a vanety of hearth issues induoing

sexually transmitted diseases, drugs, pregnancy ana AiDS.

When the needs of Black and Latino dtzens are perceived as genuine American

aspirations, then a ma^or breach in our body politic will have been healed. Until

then, cur government's response will contnue to be inadequate, delayed, and

misdirected at best

The debate abCsjt the merrts of decnminalization is likely to be loud anc long. I

recommend tna: Mayor Schmoke of Baltimore, an advocate of decnminaltzanon,

cnair a commission given the task of developing a viaoie strategy Treatment must

be made available to the general public Methajone mantenance and the
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development of trieraDeuQc corrmunfties reduced ttie herein eoidemic of the 60's

and earty 70's. A simila,"- opporturuty ewsts for us now.

Programs for 3ie homeless and chronicaJty mentally-ill persons, those thai indude
case managers assigned to work one-to one with a small number of dients, have

been very- successful. They lead to mere selt-suffiaent. formerty homeless dients

as well as fewer hosprtaJiiations and more timely psychiainc imervenficns. I

prooose the development of a similar approacti in tne treatment of addictive

diseases Generally, addiction treatment is too short to permit actual stabilization

of the recover/ phase. The interval immediately following discnarge is dangerous
fcr most clients, parccuiarly if they return home. Mor^ have to return home
There simpfy are net enough long-term (adiities. A case manager could assist and
accompany the recovenng dient dunng the first four to six months after leaving

treatment, ensure involvement in 12 Step meetings, assist with job interviews,

negotiate medical follow-up for chronic ana acute illnesses, and faalitate

independent Irving =r teTjrr\ to ther families.

AFRICAN-AMERICANS WITH SEVERE AND PERSISTEMT MENTAL ILLNESS:

PERSON? IN NEED OF ATTENTION

Executive Summary

Laurene Rnlev, PhD

Persons with major mental illness are impaired in their ability to live, iearr, and

work. While severe and persistent mentaJ illness is never cured, the degree of disability

can vary from time to bme. Bioiogicaiyphysioiogical, sodoeconomic. and psycioiogica;

factors contribute to severe and pet^stent mental disorders. Among African-Amencans,

these factors are ccmpounced by the interplay of unique cultural issues and the status

of Afncan-Amencans in this country. There are several saerrtific theones about the

causes of ma^or mental illness, though there appears to be no single theory wfiich fully

explains the causes of tfus illness. An inherited susceptbilrty to the illness may be

trggered by the effects cf sustained traumatic stress, such as the racism and poverty

endured by many A-Yican-Amencans. Psychological factors may also exacerbate

biological suscepabilir/ to mental illness.

Psychological fiterrrure has tended, until quite recentfy, to ignore raaai identity

as a cntical psychological factor in ones overall identity. The mental heaTuh system r.as

invariably mirrored the raasrr, of Amencan soaery and has justrfied its treatment of

Blacks based upon the political tenor of tne omes.

NatjonaJ surveys on the inddence cf mental illnesses continue to repoa major

barners in the delivery of mental health sen<ices to Afncan-Amencans Afncan-Amencans

in need of mental health, services may be overwhelmed by impersonal, culturally-

irsar^.rve deiivcy of ser^/icss and the ip.surmountable red tape whidn must be

overcome Consumers have been 'de-raced' and 'de-sexed*, to be treated as one

homogenous grouo of 'mentally ill patients'.

Racial discrepances between BlacV and whrte admissions fcr mvolunta.'v

cor-m:tments are pronounced. Non-whrte rates are greater for involur.tar/ cnrnmai

commitments a.'-.d for invoiur;;a.-y ncncnmina; ccmmitmern. Dangerausness to sef c:

ctners- tre major crrena tcr invciu.tra.'y commitment—may Qsoenc or dinica.'

judcemeT^ wnicn a/e readuy mf.uenced by r.ereor,-Des and preiudices Tnese decsions
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;€ave considsrsDie rocm for the intoision cf radaJ bias. Disparities between trie
diagnostc assessments of Blacks and Whites contnue to be a major issue. Emphasis
on Atncan-American inferiorrty. lack of intelligence and emotionaJ immatunty has often
led mental heaJtn professionals to diagnose higher rales of hystena, schizophrenia and
impulsive disorders Blacks have typically been assigned more severe diagnoses sucn
as schizophrenia, while whites are rricre !i"keJy to be diagnosed •.vIt^. the lass se.-ere

depressr/e orders. Increasingfy. there is, however, more evidence of ma^or affective

(mood) disorders among Blacks than has prevjousty been believed.

What has not ye: commonly been known or integrated wrthjn the psychological

and psycniatnc literature is that the symptoms of major mental disorders ma/ be vanabty

expressed, with patterns of symptoms deternnmed by other faaors such as culture.

Psychosocial assessments often do not take into consideration uniquely Airican-

Amencan cultural vanables required for accurate diagnoses and the development of

effective treatment plans. Issues such as coping styles or simply the identification of

what constitutes family* resources are two examples of cultural considerations not

integrated into assessments of tne mentai health needs of Afncan-Amencan dients.

Black culture places an emphasis eaify in life on the ability to survive in the midst

of adversity, against all odds. Afncan-Amencan culture has supported the management
of situations without showing stress, to be 'cool* urvaer fire. The Afncan-Amencan
culture sanctions families need to seek help for soaaJ or finanaal needs through both

family and soaal agenaes By contrast, for psychological issues, the culture sanctions

the ability to survive and to handle one's problems alone Black behavior has tended to

baffle mioQle-ciass mental health professionals, who have been unable to recognize

culturally distinct behaviors and unique coping mecnanisms Racial. cutturaJ ar.o class

vanables are neither acknowledged nor integrated mto assessments of mental health

needs.

Recommendations

There is a desperate need to formulate tne specific anrnjdes. knowledge and skill

competences required by mental health provnoers to work effectjvely with Afncan-

Amencans. Only by demonstrating competences acoss these three skill areas

car, provide.-s and Slack institutjons sucr. as me urrar League hold covioe's and
the mentai health system accountable fot xrtxmenx of Atncan-Amenca.n
consumers.

Philadelprua Office of Mental Health admmisrairve sta.*f. program anaiyr^s. and
developers of policy and planning requnre speoaiizec training in order to assist

them in loentrfying more accurately not oruy tne sennce needs anc bamers for

Atncan-Amencans but tne required program componenis ot menta nealtn

services wnich are culturally compatible wttn ATncan-Amencans

A two-pronged strategy to service developmertt should be considered One
strategy would assist Afncan-Amencan consumers in betie' accessing,
unoerstanding anc utilizing existing services What this may require is the

impiementauon or consumer education mooe;s Tnese models sometimes wnn

the ajd of videotape, explain the services, grve information to the Blacx consumer
on the rj~es and p.-ocess of treament. and correc stereotypes of treaDnent

Afrocenmc service models, still in ther deveiopmentaj stages, are worthy areas

cl exploration.
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There have been examples of exDenmerrtaJ service models designed to impact

Black consumer sert-esreem and to promote engagement in mental heatfi

treatment These models incorporate and foster curative healing factors C)y

creating a foundation for therapeutic safety in being with others who are also like

them, through empowerment, through demonstrating responsibility for others,

through fadDtaung cohesrveness through the shanng of common, mutual

concerns, and by developing problem-sotving strategies. Among these are rites

of passage models aimed at recaptunng high-hsk African-Amencan youth through

the integration of African traditions into treatment strategies. Such models may

well have implications for Afncan-Amencans with severe and persistent mental

illnesses

It is recommended that mental health service utilization rates of African-Americans

be used to develop specific strategies to impact the delivery of sen/ices.

Exoloraijon of underfying reasor\s for differentia] service delivery must be

conducted and addressed. Secondly, program analysts require more specific

Guidelines wfiich may assist programs in better meeting the diverse needs of the

consumers. Thirdly, service treatment plans conduaed by providers must begin

to reflec culturally-approonaie goals and treatment methods.

The pnysical environment of mental health service providers should also be

reflective of Afncan-American culture.

Boards of direaors of mental health agencies should represent family members,

consumers as well as members of the African-Amencan community. Agency

admmistratrve staff representation is also important

Ccmmunity interest in the issues and needs of persons with severe and pe.-sisten:

mental illness is required. Community monitoring of the practices of the

Philadelphia Office of Wen-tal Hea-Vi by a Community Advisory Board would be

useful in keeping the neecs of Afncan-Amencans with menal illness in the

fcefroni.

ORGANIZED LABOR PERSPECTTVE
ON THE STATUS OF AFHICA^4-AMERICAN HEALTH

Executive Summary

Henry Nicholas

An acvernser for an over-ne-counter cold and flu medicascn chose an dd adag?

from the Black community as the basis for a television commercal. The thirty-second

spot illustrates the comparative size of a cold to the flu. The former is small, the latle'

is huge. Tragically, the source of the advertisement remains Fiterally and figuraavely tnje

in Philadelphia If Amenca catcnes a cold, the Black community catches pneumonia

The inability to purchase heath care afflicts even the ranks of those who labor

They, toe. cannot keep up v/rth or catc^ up wrtr. upward-spiralling health care ccr.s

H^ar.y who work in service positions have Irttle or no health insurance, leaving them ir

a worse positicn than those who rely on public assistance and Medical Ass:stance
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Consider aJso the plight of health care workers in this City. Many, to paraphrase

Reverend Jesse Jackson, cannot afford care m the hearth care instrtutons where they

work. Too many health care workers are among the growing number of Philadelprua-

3r6= employees are among the growing numoers of those whose healtJi care opuons

are threatened by layoffs, cutbacks and grvebacks.

Over the pas: decade, the ten thousand health care workers represented by

Distria 1199C have ancdpaied the health care crisis in which we now find ourselves

Using the strength of their organized numbers, the memoers of Distna 1199C nave

addressed health care issues affecting themselves, the patients they care for. and the

communrty as a whole.

Recommendations

National health insurance and access to care is not just the batde of organized

labor. Jt IS everyone's battle. There can be no divisions among groups attempting

to solve the health care cnsis and to alleviate the suffenng of Black

Philadelphians. Health care for the people is an unacceptable arena for politcal

football players or posnjnng politdaris of any paty. Health care is not. ana
cannot be, a luxury or a pnvilege.

Philadelphia-and indeed the nation-is at a crossroad. The lives and health of

Philadelphians must not be compromised. The worsening health crisis has been
aocarent for many years. Now the confrontation is joined Employers, health

mrrrjtions. insurance companies all must share in the shame While costs escalate,

employer proposals of benefit reducaons thrsaier tc deepen the ab^-ss Lntc wh;c^
mousands of Philadelphians would fall.

Responsible leadership from every segment of our community must convene aic
thoughthily consider the health care cnsts. Collectively, workers and management are

equa' to the challenge. The health of this great City is in the balance, preapitcusiy

suspended by a thread.

PENNSYLVANIA CONFERENCE ON
AFRICAN-AMERICAN AND MINORITY HEALTH ISSUES

January 8 through 11, 1992

Executive Summary

State Representairve David P. Richardson. Jr.

Conference Convener

Americans of Afncan descent continue to suffer from the legacy of slavery and the

remnants of instrtutionalized raasm in the United Stales. One need only review the

dismal comparative statistics in the areas of education, employment, housing and
economic development to understand the severrty of this situation. These statistics pale

with those portraying the physical and emotior^aJ wdlbeing of Afncan-Amencans
Similarly, other mmorrty groups suffer disproportionaiely major, life-tnreaienmg illnesses

and conditions Moreove'. there are major gaps in the delrvery of and access to heaJtr.

care for Afncai-Ame.ncans, other minonry groups anO tne gene.'ai population
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To adaress me rrynac heann issues faang Pennsylvania's Afncan-Amencans anc

minomy citizens. I convened a statewide conference in January. 199Z In anencance

were heain protessionaJs, advocates ana consumers. The policy statements anc

recommendanons presented in this report represent the proceedings cf thai corrterence.

Thjs report was submitted to the Governor tor irriDlementation by state departments.

Reccrrunendations spoke to the need for the CommonweaJth to develop cutturaJly-

sensitive programming to address the unique health needs of Atncan-Amencan and

minority Pennsyivanians. Key recommendations were for the formation of an Office of

fv'iinorrty HeaJth and the use of the conference format to review progress in meeting

heafth needs.

THE POUnCAL ECONOMY OF HEALTH:

IMPUCATlOf^S FOR AFRICAN-AMERICAN LEADERSHIP IN PHILADELPHIA

Executive Summary

Thaddeus P. Mathls. Ph. D.

The repon has been guided by a concept of hearth somewfTat broader than the

conventional understanding of hearth as the mere absence of disease or injury. Such

an expanded view, hopefulfy, has generated a more accurate underKanding of the

barriers to access to the hearth care system for large segments of the African Amencan

community, as well as the means by which a large number cf African Amencans are

excluded frcm adequate hearth care services.

Furthermore, the artides in this report are wrinen from a diversity of perspecrves

However, taken as a whole, the repon contnbutes to what might be cnaraaenzed as an

evolving Afrocentric polracal economy perspective on hearth and hearth care services

As such. It provides a potential basis for assessing the performance of African American

puci-c ooncy leadership ir the dty. To the extent tha: hearth deals wrr. more than the

mere absence of injury or disease, rt might be said tha: African Amencans in

Philadelphia exist, for the most paa in a state of hearthlessness. meaning thai they ex;st

amidst a set of soaal conditions that are hazardous to their hearth.

One indication cf the hearth of a community is the extent and efficiency witT. whic".

it IS able to reproduce itself. In this context, one of the more snkmc observations arcut

rie African Amencan community at the end of the 20th century is rts ethnic and curtural

diversrty, as well as its increased economic and soaai ditferenoanon.

One contnbuting fac»r to this diversity has been increased interraaal interactcn

For example, the number of interraaal mamages involving Aincan Amencans more than

tnpled dunng the past two decades In addraon to cultural continurry. another indicate-

of heatn status is the condition of the family unit In this regard, another outs-.ancirg

charaaenstjc of the African American community in this penod is the increased number

of singie-parem families, parccularly those headed by womea Sevenry-6<ght percent of

all African Amencan families contained two parents in tne home in 195G. in 19S0. only

thirry-seven percent of African Amencan families were two-parent households By 1 9 < ^

.

approximately one hundred thousand African Amencan children were being placed

outside the home in foster care. Another thirteen thousand were placed through

adconon. m.any of these in non-AJncan Amencan homes These numbers have

increased even more dramancally since tha: time

In aC-incr. tc famit-/ ratus the rate of inrjtutionalzaiicn may aJsc be viewec as

a measure o! community health On tnis measure as well, the exoenences c* Africa.-.
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Americans reflea a condition of heaftfilessness. The rale of impovenshment is anotfier

indicator of communrty heattniessness and the breeding ground for future bad health.

Finaliy, the emotional hearth of a community may be gauged by examining the degree

of alienation as refJeaed in rates of homidde, suicide, and drug addiction. In this

context na&onaJty, homidde and suidde have become two of the leading indicators of

African Amencan heaJthJessness.

Given the degree of African American individual, family and communrty
heartTJessness. v/hsa refief is available? The short, sad answer to this question is: Very

Dtfle. The American hearth care system, in general, is shaped and maintained by an
extensive system of curtural and dass faaors. Hearth care in the Unrted Stales, for the

most part, e»sts as a commodity, to be bought and sold on the market rt has assumed
the major criaracteristjcs cf a rr^-ket comr7:odrty in its cost strjcture. availHbiiity. and rts

degree of spedalizatioa These dynamics significantly determine who will be served, the

choice of treatment modaJity, the duration of treatmem. and the quality of personnel

assigned to perform the treatment In all these circumstances—access, accountability

and suitability of services-Afncan Amencans fare worse than their whrte counterparts.

Approximately thirty-three million Americans have no hearth care coverage at all and
another fifty million have only partial insurance. As recently as 1983. only forty-four

percent of Afncan Americans who received hearth care received rt from a private

physiaan in his/her office: 25.5% in a hospital emergency room, and 9.7% in outpatient

dinics. The con-espcnding rates for whites were fifty-seven, thirteen, and sixteen percent

respecuvely.

Furthermore, African Amencans constrtute 13.7% of the work disabled population
in the U. S. Only thirty-seven percent cf this group is covered by fvledicajd. Even
those who are covered by Medicaid often find themselves discnminaied against in other

aspects of the hearth care market, for example, in differentia; access to nursing care

faalities. Finally, not only are Afncan Amencans victimized by current conditions, but

projections are that the situation will worsen as the so-called baby-boom-generaoon
reaches full maturrty.

Recommendations

Our aoproach to hearth must be different We cannot continue to rely exclusrvely

on medical tecrinology. or payment schemes, or even new treatme.nt techniques
to improve the quality of Afncan Amencan hearth. For many problems confronting
Afncan Amencans these remedies are insufficient Tne cure for alienation, for

example, is not just medicaton or drugs. The cure for loneliness and depression
is not just counseling or therapy, but organized soaal movement and struggle.
Men and women joined together in fife-affirming stnjggle have little difficulty

bonding and little time for narassism or other self-absoroeo reflection. Getting by
or staying high can no longer be tolerated as acceptable responses to our
opcressicn We mur. resist and rests: actively and collectively It is the

reiconsibility of our leadership, a: all levels, to show ine way
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The ucJ< cjt a ccnprenensrve, coondinate<j. and consensus-based planmng ana
potcy sysierr wrtTun nie Alncarv-Amencan communrty cormnuas to piague us. nc:
onfy m me area erf neartn, but m ajl areas of soaaJ policy devHopmeo. 1 propose
tnai tne lns:jtute tor African Amencan Deve4opmerrt support tne dsveJoprtiem of

deosion-matang. pobcy-deCberating, planring mectanisms needed tor Afrjcar-

Amencans to gan cui uiui over the processes of $©tf-devHopment in our

ccfTimunrry. from heartn to pofitics. This effort would include the idennficaDon and
orgamzaiion of those who wish to provide ieadersfup to the African-Amervar

communrty Through an orgsrced process, the Institute would facfiltzre the

deveJopment of a cornmunrty consertsus. an AfrKan-American agenda, to be used
as an orgamang. pclmcaJ acoon. and deveJopmerrt tool to advance the interest

of the masses of African-Amencan people in the Philadelphia area.

[Whereupon, at 12:07 p.m., the committee adjourned.]
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